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OUTLOOK BETTER
SOME BEAUTIES
FOR SOCIETY
ARE NETTED
The Pool Under the

Bridge

at Much of the Expense ThisYear for

Oquossoc Swept.

n

.

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A D E , N O V E M B E R 19, 1914.

paint and oil, and the balance used for
roofing for the grand stand.
Those
furnishing material were: Dill Bros.,
1,000 lbs. straw; A. W. Storer, cedar
posts; A. J. and Morrell Wing, cedar
posts; C. O. Dill & Sen, boards.
j

PRICE 4 CENTS

BIG BUNCH OF
WOULD GLADLY
PAY $2.00 FEE
GAME GOES DOWN
"

‘

One bo. d has been paid, leaving 38 Strgng Railroad Station
to be paid, amounting to $1900.00.

Centre of Pheasants Fine Bird for a Roast
or Broil.

Permanent Improvements.

Attraction Last Monday.
More money had to be hired this year i
than last year, caused partly by the
Saturday, Nov. 7, Hon. H. B. Aus- !
improvements and partly by the pay- ;
Wakefield, Nov. 9, 1914.
tin of the Fiah and Game Commission To the Editor o f Main# Woods:
ment of some old bills, some o f which
At the Strong station last Monday
went to Rangeley to be present at the
Phillips, Maine, Nov. 16, 1914.
have been running for several years, so there was a big buncili of game. T o the Editor of Maine Woods:
sweeping of the pool at Oquossoc wheie
The fa ir is over and the accounts are that now the bonds and the amount On the platform were displayed 12
In days of old,
thehatchery is located.
settled and the books balanced, so now that was hired this fall is all the soci deer, two big bears and a bob cat.
When nights were cold,
This is always an interesting process. we know how the society stands finan ety owes. There are no old bills to be
And I was but a kid,
It is done by using a net long enough cially. There were several old bills paid later. But for all that the outlook The game came down over the Carof
I spied a tail
toreach across the stream, leading the that had to be paid and a lot of work is the best for the society it has been rabasset and . Kingfield branch,
Lakes
Just o ff the trail:
bottom of the net, and two men, who had to be done on the track this fall. for a number of years. The fa'rs have the Sandy River & Rangeley
railroad.
I
grabbed that tail,
pat on rubber boots, holding each end The repairs made on the grand stand i been lari??*'
better the last three
Several light flurries of
snow
And with a flail,
md following down until they come to and other bui|ding8 were more than the years. There is no reason why, if
have improved the bunting a little,
I smashed his lid,
jhallow water.
They have a large donation fund paid. However, lots of everyone does his or her best, the fairs
fol
I smashed his trunk,
boiler or tank ready to deposit the fish
work done this year is in the nature should not be better and larger. Then although the rain and freeze
Silence be,— it was a skunk.
which they have scooped into the net 0£ permanent improvements and will let each one of us try in every way pos lowing so soon was unfortunate for
hunters,
ontheir way. They are then taken to
f or a long time. A lot of work sible to make the fair of 1915 the big ti e best success of the
whose
names
we
have
been
unable
No man cr boy of “ scents” would
thi hatchery where they are deposited i was acc0mplished at the “ bees” and gest ar d best in every way.
to learn as the game was
shipped he so foolish now-a-days; he’d get
intanks, first separating the male from the work was well done. Great credit
from the various stations,
Salem, to windward and shoot.
the female, and keeping them unl il should be given to the men who came
Kingfield, Carrabaeset and Bigelow,
they are “ ripe” and ready to strip.
W e are having every day, cool
to the park and worked on those days.
on the line cf the Sandy River & weather, almost three months with
This year they got some beauties, I f a “ b e e ” could be held eveiy year in
Rangeley Lakes railroad.
but one down pour of rain.
Our
weighing up to ten pounds or more. a short time the Fair grounds would be j
State Superintendent o f hatcheries, in very good condition, without incur- j
open season of one month on pheas
Arthur S. Briggs o f Winthrop was ring any expense to the society and
ants closes on the 12th lust., and
present and helped Superintendent instead of paying a few men to keep it j
ci:e week only on deer a little later.
Curtis of the Oquossoc hatchery in the in repair, all would help do it and a lot
About 7-,000 have been reported
work.
\ f money saved.
shot to date, and our sltate game
Ceremony On Theatre Stage and
Chairman Austin informs us that
Following are the names of those
commissioners estimate that 10,000
100,000 fish were deposited in Belgrade giving money and the material and the
Attendants Fellow Performers.
will cover the total for the season.
Lakes the past week by Mr. Briggs amounts: A. R. Sedgeley, $5; F*. N.
Not all of your readers, I
suspect,
and Superintendent McDonald o f the Beal. $5; S. G. Haley, $2; J. Blaine
At a meeting of the North Frank know what a beautiful bird the cock
Belgrade Lakes hatchery.
Morrison, $1; O. H. Hersey, $2; H. B
Taccnia, Wash., Nov. 16.— Joseph lin Agricultural society November 14, pheasant iis, or how hard it is to
Superintendent Curtis informs us Austin, S2; C. H. McKenzie, $2; George
He is the proKnowles
and Miss Marion L. Hum which was postponed from November bring him to bag.
that they netted 117 salmon Nov. 8th, A. Bean, $2; D. F. Field, $2; A. A.
penitor of the game cock, and had
7,
the
following
officers
were
elected
and have taken 30 since, and °ix trout. Jacobs, $1; S. S. Whitney, $1; A. W. phrey of Dedham, Mass., were mar
fo”* the ensuing year; E. Dill, presi many o f the game qualities of a
It is hard to estimate the number of M cL e arv, $1; N. T. Toothaker, $1; J. ried Saturday night on the stage of
dent; G. L. Lakin, vice president; J. hardy fighter.
spawn that wiil be taken but he esti \y. Russell, $1; George Thompson, tOc; Pantages’ Theatre after performan
I. Hamden, secretary; A. E. Bunnell,
For the first few days of the open
mated it right around 300,000. He got h . H. Field, $2; F. H. Tozier, $1; G. B.
ces, by Rev. Mr. Lallemant, pastor treasurer; Charles E. Dill, W. W. season 3,000 were reported shot. The
150,000 eggs from the fish on Kenneba- i Sedgeley, $2; E. H. Whitney, $1; lies
go, Cupsuptic, and Rangeley waters j Cock & Atwood, $3; G. V. Wilbur, $2; (1 St. Paul’s Lutheran Church. V ic Mitchell, Frank Sampson, Otto Bad were then comparatively tame; but
as soon as the guns blazed away
fellow ger, A. S. Beedy, trustees.
this fall.
H. J. Wing, $1; W. J. Ross. $1; George tor Pinst and Edna Dayton,
The amount reported by the treas they resumed ■all their native wild
Last week he made a nice shipment j w . Grover, $2; Mrs. Ed Kenniston, 25c performers with Knowles, were the
urer as received, $1,374.84 and paid ness and since then have been
of 9,000 fingerlings to Kingfield when Wm*. True, $2; C. W. Beedy, $2; S. W. attendants.
A fter the ceremony a out, $1,333.54.
rather hard to get.
My eldest son
2,500 will be liberated in West Carry Blodgett, $2; Mrs. Emma Raymond $2;
followed by
A meeting of the trustees was held Richard has brought three to
the
Pond; 2,000 in Shiloh Pond and 3,000 in James Towle, $1; B. T. Parker. SI; banquet was served.,
at
the
home
of
E.
Dill
in
the
after
dinner
table,
and
a
finer
game
bird
. .
. .. .
, .
e
Silas Wing, $1; A. S. Beedy, $1; F. M. dancing.
The six trout which were taken Sun r r
.
’
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’
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,
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.
,
.
,
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„
. Ross, $1; Anon $2, making a total o f i Last July, Knowles
entered
an noon when important business was fo r a roast or a broil it is hard to
day will be sent to the Panama Expose *
’
’
,.
„ „ .f
,^ I
name.
$58.75. O f this sum $30 was used to Oregon forest naked, without tools, transacted.
tkm.
Our commissioners estimate
the
■purchase woven wire fencing, $10 H an4 Ior 30 days Bred on fcta own
TT
.
,
,
. . DO l A i n c » u i r m i c
number of pleasants at large throughresources'.
He returned
with
a
MRS. L O U IS A H IG G IN S
, inn
ouit the state ,as from 50,000 to 100,complete outfit of clothes, tools and I
----------|qqq, so 10,000 kiLled don’t hurt much.
G R A N T ’S C A M P S ,
H E N N E B A G O , M A IN E .
weapons fashioned by himself in the Dies Alone at Higgins Street Home— j They are prolific breeders, giving
September fishing at Kennebago is the best to be had in Maine.
wilderness.
On one of the coast
Remains Found Saturday evening, ¡two Broods of ten to fifteen twice
Grant’ s Camps are located at and near the best fishing grounds. We
a year I’m tola arc! are e a s ily orppshall keep open during the hunting season. W rite us for reservations.
vaudeville circuits Knowles is
Friends of Mrs. Louisa Higgins, one agated on the state game farms of
ED G R A N T & SON CO.
latilng the story of his experiences.
of Augusta’s older ladles,
were which there are several.
We have
shocked Saturday evening to learn a license fee of one dollar and more
Knowles sprang into the limelight that her lifeless remains had been than 6,000 hunter’s certificates have
last year when it was announced found in her home at 5 Higgins |been issued by the various city and
»
When she died is
not |town clerks this year.
This great
| B A L D M O U N T A I N C A M P S ■ * " ' „ S r " 1” | that ho was going, naked and with street.
out food*or weapon, into the Maine known as she lived alone, but from j s u m goes to the state, the clerks re
*•
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the fi>ot o f Bald Mountain on MooselookmeX;
woods to lead the life of the primi circumstances connected
<•: »untie Lake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steamboat connections—-Auto g;
with
the taining fifteen cents on each licenseroad to camps—Telephone connections—T w o mat's daily—W rite for free circular.
j;ij tive man.
He entered the woods? finding of the body it is believed for their compensation. A good coek
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’r..
Bald Mountain,
Maine
near Spencer Lake Aug. 4, and two that the end came Tuesday niight. A pheasant makes one of the handsom
months Later reappeared, clad in the reason for this belief is that while est of mounts and is very valuable a
skins >of animals and iln excellent her Tuesday newspaper was found well.
I hope to be in Maine again
health.
He went on the vaude in the house those of the rest of next season and shall try to Start
ville circuit to tell about bis exper the week were on the piazza, where in a little earlier than I have for
iences.
The story met with steme they had evidently been left by the the last two seasons, that is,
if
scepticism.
carrier.
Billy (Soule) will promise to heljp
So far as lias been learned Mrs. me to some cf the superb trolling
Knowles was bom Aug. 13, 1869,
Higgins
bad not been seen
since ¡and fly fishing at his camps cn Lake
at Wilton, Me., where his parents
For further particulars write or address
last Tuesday, and at about 7 o’clock j Miliimagassett.
still live.
Part of his boyhood was
Saturday evening Night Officer Me1 take this opportunity, with your
pastsed in Lewiston, and later he
Causland was notified.
That officer kind permission to greet all my many
spent some adventurous years as a
in company with Special Officer Ben friends in Maine, especially in Ox
sailor.
He served in the United
ner went to the house, the latter of bow, Aroostook county.
it
has
States navy and for a time as a
ficer going in, and on entering the been my very great and pleasant
Maine guide.
Before hils Maine ad
b°dy j privilege to speak
often
of
the
venture he was an artist, with a kitchen, found Mrs. Higgins
lying face downward on the floor in , sceniery aJ1(i people of Aroostook and
studio in Boston.
iront oi the stove, which would g iv e ;to
0f the plentiitude of both fish
Misis Humphrey is the only child, the impression that she was stridea game to be found there
of George W . Humphrey, of 82 Court an when about to start a fire in the
I can give no sufficient
reason
street, Dedham, who conducts a book stove.
to my many sporting acquaintances
store
at
21
Bromifield
street,
Boston.
Coroner Henry W. Plummer was
AS A
She is an artist and has for some summoned aind after examining the for the excessive fee for licenses,
years been acquainted with Knowles, remains and finding nothing that and I earnestly hope that the by-laws’
studying in his* studio and taking, would indicate that death had been of the Maine legislature will see a
new light and so put the fee back to
care of his effects when he went tr due to other than natural
causes
the former sum.. ’ As for one fish
Maine.
Her
parents
said
Saturday
deemed no inquest necessary.
Be
territo ry is unsurpassed in Maine.
I t is easy o f
erman only, (I don’t shoot,) I would
night that she left home some daysi
and nearly all the camps are open through the ago, slipping away quietly without cause of certain circumstances, how willingly pay a two dollar fee to
ever, Carrion er Plummer still
has
fish. I believe ail out-of-state ang
Hunting Season.
D eer, B ear, P artrid ge, Duck and announcing her destination; they did the case under consideration.
lers would do so too.
not know she bad married Knowles.
Mrs. Higgins was 84 years of age
small gam e are v e ry abundant.
I am always
glad
to get
the
and the survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Horace C. Berry of Boston and Maine Woods weekly and I wish you
Mrs. W. J. Daggett cf Phillips, and and all your readers a very pleasant
two grandsons, Harold L. Daggett of winter and an early and successful
1915 season.
hsues a descriptive booklet of this territory, containing- map of entire region, which will be furn
Lynn, Mass.,- and Ray H. Daggett of
a n d motH a w a n te d f o r
H ig h e s t p rlc * # p a id . O u td o o r
ished upon application to
su m m e r w o rk . G e t c q m p J e te l?p©k o f ra a tru c tio rifl a n d e ta ils *
Yours cordially,
S end 2e s ta ra * .
U LN C LA IR , B n to m o lo r u * . D e p t, f .
Portland. Funeral arrangements will
La« A n g e le s Ca).
Phillips,
Maine.
be
announced
later.
J. C. Hartshorn©.
General Manager,
F, N. BEAL,

JOE KNOWLES
IS MARRIED

OFFICERS ELECTED
FOR YEAR 1915

| Mountain View House J
Mountain View, Maine

L. E. B 0 W L E Y ,
I Mountain Yiew,
*
*
*

Maine.

R A N G E LE Y L A K E S A N D

I

D E A D RIVER REGION

H U N T IN G

RESORT

This
access

The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD

BUTTERFLIES

MAINE

I

WOODS,

Y o u can g o after bear, m oose,d eer,w ith the c o n 
fiden ce that brings success if yo u sh oot the

B ig G a m e
R ep ea tin g R ifle

A D E in all popular b ig
gam e calibres— guns of splen
did accuracy, range and pow er.

M

M arlin« are alway* dependable

and famous for their
extreme accuracy.

T hey have Special Sm okeless S teel barrels,
and the quick, reliable 77Zar/in lever action. A ll have ^
the protecting solid-top, side-ejecting safety construction,
can’t freeze up or clog with snow, rain, twigs,
dirt or san d ; empty shells never thrown in
3 8tamp, postage for big catathe shooter’s face.
1°8 to help you select right gun.

PHILLIPS,

M A I N E , N O V E M B E R 19, 1914.

a tour and hunt without a license
and carry out their game, in violation
of the game laws of Maine.
A closer watch is1 being kept on
jackers in the Northern Maine woods.
Only recently a warden was seen to
drive into the woods in a frontier
town and on the follow ing day return
tc the village again with a young
man handcuffed sitting beside him.
The young fellow had been captured
in the woods while jacking.
It
seems that the warden had suspected
that the party of four had gone into
the forest with the intention of
using the jack light and taking his
time went upon their trail the sec
ond night after they entered
the
woods.
The warden suffered the
cold and snowstorm that continued
all one day last week.
That even
ing he siaw the hunters, jacking and
with leveled rifle got between the
three companions and the man with
the light and soon had
him
in
custody.—Portland Exchange.

BANGOR’S FAMOUS
WOMAN NIMROD

with fright, and showed in
many
ways that he wanted to go home.
Young W ortheley had nothing
bird shot cartridges with him and
feeling that there was! something
in the swamp which under the cir
Will Make Second Planting of A l cumstances lie had better let alone
he left that Locality and sought the
homeward trail.
askan Humpback Salmon In

Maine Waters.

S T R I P P I N G S E B A G O SALMON

Work of Collecting Eggs to Begin at
Th e United States Bureau of Fish
Raymond Hatchery To-day.
eries is about to make its second
planting of Alaskan Humpback or
Portland, Nov. 10.— The work of
Pink Salmon, in Maine waters. Dr.
For smaller game, lever action rifles in .2 2 ‘Vi4 7
a rm s Co.
/ sfe
ie 77Zar/i/i
jy / cL T iis i fire
j ie-tfci/
w/.
stripping the Sebago salmon of their
valibres;
pu m p action rifles in .Zx, .Z5 rim -nre,
-—
W.
C.
Kendall,
formerly
of
Maine,
3
3
W
illow
Street,
New
Haven,
Conn.
R
.25-20, .32-20 ; repeating shotguns, 12, 16, 20 gauges.
and now of the department of Com eggs will be begun by the Raymond
merce, w ill visit Maine this fa ll and hatchery officials Wednesday after,
A t this slaason the spawn,
the fish above that point were not
inspect the great rivers with the noon.
showing any unutslual activities it be
view of selecting planting grounds laden fish from the lake make their
came evident that the water above
for the Alaskan salmon.
He will annual pilgrimage into the tribute
the dam, where the gas plant pipes
make a careful examination and se ies for tlie purpose of depositing their
enters the river, was not the cause
lect the streams
best
adapted- eggs in the shallows, and as fasjt as
of the trouble.
to thiis! specie.
The eggs of the they come uip Jordan river at RayThere may have been some poison
Humpback salmon are brought on mond they are retained in the sal
Investigation Is Begun by Health ous subisitance from the sewers en
from Alaska in trays packed in boxes mon pool and held until they are in
tering tlie river.
Another theory
and kept cold.
From ten million tc proper condition to be ‘stripped’ by
Authorities and Game Wardens
advanced is that someone placed un
fifteen million eggs will be planted hand, each fish being carefully exam
slaked lime in the river and poison
in Maine waters tills year about the ined and thrown back if not per
fectly ‘ripe.’
ed
the
fish.
The
health
authorities
same number asi planted last year.
W ESTFIELD, Nov. 10—T o detarLast year a thousand salmon came
Warden George W. Ross was in
mijcae the cause of unusual action re were notified to prevent the catch
to
the hatchery and yielded a miling
of
the
fislh,
as
it
wasi
feared
Bangor Tuesday, with a shipment of
ported relative to fislh in the Westlion
eggs.
Early in the
spring
that
there
might
be
a
number
of
5000
trout
fingerlings
consigned
tc
field R iver the Board of Health
these eggs! became “ fry ,” little min
eating
Hon.
C.
M.
Conant
for
a
pond
near
and fish and game wardens are con families poisoned through
Commissioner Neal Reports Moose
Tw o men in a boat in the
Frankfort.
Warden Ross isI also t ute wriggling things which were little
ducting an investigation. People liv them.
By early
river
were
catching
a
record
string.
Fairly Plentiful
ing near the river were attracted to
take trout to Ellsworth
Falls for resemblance to a fish.
summer
you
would
readily
have rec
The
boat,
discovered
by
the
wardens,
the fish below the dam jumping out
George A. Phillips and to J. W. W il
ognized them and would have prob
of the water and in some instances was filled with suckers, dace and
son.
swimming along on the surface be some bass! to the number of several
Stowell Eustis, one o f the sons of ably pronounced them mere “ minGame Commissioner W. I. Neal
.To-day they are “ fin g e r
hundred.
fore dislappearing again.
and Chief Warden Frank M. Perkins Col. W illiam T . Emit s, who spends nows.”
For some reason the fish appear
returned to Bangor last week, after his summers on the Gage Farm in lings,” varying in length from 1^
ed to bo dazed.
A number of per-!
inspecting sites for fishways on the the south part of Paris, has a bull to 2^4 inches in length, some mairing
sons walked along the banks and CLOSER WATCH BEING KEPT IN St. Croix river.
At Grand
Falls, terrier that seems in a fair way a more rapid growth on the diet of
daily
picked them up as they lay along i
on
the
St.
Croix,
they
approved
a to do more carnage, according to op chopped liver that is their
NORTHERN MAINE.
potion
during
their
stay
at
the
hatch
the banks.
News of
the
rich
fishway to be built by the St. Croix portunity, than the entire armies of
At the hatch
harvest of fislh spread throughout the
W hile this dog has not ery feeding station.
Paper Co., which has recently com Europe.
section.
Persons armed with clubs
of ery may also be seen the ‘yearlings,*
pleted a large dam there with a head yet ventured beyond the limits
Nine deer, one bear, one moose an
struck the fish as they came to the
of 53 feet.
The new fishway will the Gage farm and the old town that is, the product of the 1912 stripseveral
bunches of partridgesi passed
surface.
W hile sltunned the fish
bs 300 feet long, one of the largest farm, its record to date is 28 wood ping, and the “ two-year-olds” of 1911.
through the Union Station, Portland,
The “ stripping” process 1st very
were taken.
Tills is only a pre
in the state.
At Vanceboro, on the cocks killed.
This is a
Some of the fish caught
ware j Last week, Wednesday.
St. Croix, they inspected a fisihway liminary skirmish, as the season foi interesting and local sportsmen are
afterward placed in
fresh
water, j better shipment o f game than Tues site, but did not approve a location, woodcocks is* just begun, and when it going up to watch the process, at
are
They recovered from the
attacks; day, hut much better results)
woodcock Raymond it is especially interesting
as the dam there is now old, and comes to harvesting the
looked
for
than
these
during
the
re
noticeable in the river.
It was at
w ill probably soon be replaced with crop you can set it down as a fact as nowhere in the country are they
sue*
first thought that poisonous material mainder o f the season or the total a concrete structure.
that Stow ell’s pup is “ some dawg” found o f such size and in
numbers as there, fish varying in
from the gas-house might be reslpon-1shipment of game this year w ill not
asserts
tlie
Oxford
Democrat.
Commissioner Neal reports that
the
past
sible.
Deputies P. P. Monahan of |approach the totals of
Miss Lucy H. Wheeler, Bangcr’sl length from two feet to three and
moose are fairly plentiful down in
few
years.
this town and James P. Hatch of
famous
woman Nimrod, aga'n made one-half feet in length and in weight
Washington county, but that they
Springfield investigated this report,
Hundreds of deer will doubtless be
a
ten
strike
in the big woods this from five to twenty pounds.
are rather small.
He is confident
but were unable to find anything at brought out of the Maine woods this
that the legislature will pass a bill year, securing a moose, deer and
the plant that would cause the ac year by automobile parties from Bos
placing close time on moose for a several partridges near Hound lake,
tions of the fislli.
ton, New York and Philadelphia. It
periled of two, four or six
years, about 20 miles from Calais, and a
Manager T. T . Logie believes that is believed by many, especially guide
and that a resident hunting law, and fey* miles from Lambert lake.
something entered the river some and others who reside during the
FAMOUS
The moose was shot last Wednes
non resident angling law w ill
be
distance below the gashouse
and hunting season in the
woods that
day.
Miss
Wheeler,
according
to
passed.
Mr. Neal states that the
poisoned the stream.
A s there is many of these “ sportsmen” come in
BACKWOODS
game portion of the fislh and game her custom when after moose, had
no water flowing over the dam and! to this state by automobile as if on
started
out
about
3
o’clock
in'
the
department is now self supporting,
FAIRY TALES
and the fish portion should also be morning, and firstt sighted the moose
He was with a herd
self supporting.
The money
that at 6.45 o’clock.
¡ taxpayers must pay to the fislli and of seven cow moose, and in order
game commission now is used for tli not to break the game laws of tye
Ed Grant, Reaver Pond Camp*
state by shooting a cow moose, she
fish hatcheries.
N ew readmit matter, interesting.
The first edition was exhausted much sooner
had to take careful aim in order to
With a non
resident's
angler’s
than we expected and the popular demard was
get only the bag fellow.
The state so great for a second edition that we published
tax, Mr. Neal
states) that
more
an
enlarged and improved edition to be sold tv
makes no allowances for accidental mad
(postpaid) at the low price named.
hatcheries could be built and the
Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamps accepted.
shooting in cases of this kind. The
fish of Maine could be more widely
J. W. B R A C K E TT CO.,
first shot tcok effect and she quick
propagated.
Phillips, Me.
ly followed it with a second.
“ There are only 11 state hatcher
Then the moogje was done for, and
ies in Maine with which to stock the task of getting him back to camp
2,200 lakes and ponds in # this big was no easy one, for he weighed ove
M A P S O F M A IN E
state of Maine.
If the anglers from 500 ponds.
Miss W heeler had pre
other states* are taxed, their money viously succeeded in obtaining a deer
R E S O R T S A N D RO AD S
will be used to propagate the fish and some fine partridges.
She
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
that the supply may not diminish.”
arrived in Bangor Monday night with for maps of the fishing regions of the
state, etc. W e can furohh tie follow
R. A. Hall o f Enfield and S. L. her splendid game trophies.
ing maps:
Brown of Bangor left for a trip to
Mis-s W heeler is well known as a Franklin County
$ ,60
Grindstone, whence they will go 25 young woman Nimrcd, hav.ng suc Somerset County
'50
so
miles in the woods after big game. ceeded in getting cne of the largest Oxford County
.50
Mr. Hall is armed with a 35 Reming moose ever shot in this state two Piscataquis County
Aroostook County
.50
ton automatic, equipped with a Maxim years ago.
She is a crack shot, as Washington County
’50
silencer, whi rl) i« not often seen in her achievements with the rifle de- Outing map o f Maine, 20x35 in
1,00
Geological map of Maine
.6
the Maine woods.
Mr. Hall thinks momstraite.
R. R. map o f Maine
.»5
that the silencer will be of assistance
Androscoggin County
.35
in getting game, as the moose
and
A BEAR IN AUGUSTA
Cumberland County
.35
deer will not be startled if the bul
Hancock County
.50
.35
let does not hit him the first time.
The North Parish bear has again Kennebec County
Knox County
.35
Jcy’s market has on display one o f been heard from although none of Lencohi and Sagadahoc Ccur-ties
.35
the first bull moose brought to Ban the hunters of that section have yet Penobscot County
,5q
.35
gor this season.
It was »hot by M. succeeded in getting in touch with Waldo County
.35
A. Gocdwin at Franklin.
him one day las* week. Yeung Wcrth- York County
Nothing definite (has been done ley, the youngest son of S. B. W < r t J. W B R A C K E T T CO.,
with the project to build a fishway ley, and although the young main did
not
see
the
bear
he
is
confident
that
at the big dam of the Bar Harbor
Phillips,
Maine.
& Union R iver Power Co., near Ells<- he was within hailing distance of
him.
The
latest
one
to
report
his
worth.
Chief Game Warden Fran
Perkins recently visited the dam to ley was out after partridges and had
look it over fo r the purpose o f mak with him his deg which he takes aThe dog
ing a report on the feasibility and l°ng on such occasions.
w
ill
chase
rabbitsl
and
tree
par
desirability o f the scheme.
tridges and have a lot of fun in
U. W. I'ICKKL,
The game wardens are unusually dodug it, and even tackle hedgehogs
T A X ID E R M IS T
vigilant this season in keeping watch but on tlie day in question he ran
Dealer in Sportingr Goode. Fiahln* Tack»«.
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.
for a few persons who seem to be onto something that affected
.
.
M AIN!
him R A N G E L E Y .
willing tó bend the law prohibiting very differently.
Young W ortM ey
the use o f any kind of a motor boat was out on the ridge where the bear
in ohasiing, hunting or gunning any had been seen and the dog made a
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
sea birds, duck or water fow l in any dash into a swamp.
H e had been
They are made for
of the inland water» of the state. out of sight but a few moments how
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world over for excel
The penalty is net less than $25 ncr ever when he gave a peculiar bark
lence. Illustrated catalogue freemore than $100 and costs for each and came rushing back to his mas
M. L. 0 ETCHELL CO.,
offense.
ter, the hair on hsi back bristling Monmouth,
.
.
.
Manat
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face, and the Inside of his throajt, with alarming rapidity.
As soon as O V E R H E A R D A T T H E S C R A N T O N ,
and on coming back to the fire— I we came in hailing distance one of
(P A .) G U N C L U B .
Oiad started it to burning again dur the men in the boat shouted, and
ing his absence—demanding to know told us to stop.
Bill waved his
For training the eye and keeping
the whereabouts] of his straw
hat. handkerchief at th© men, while the the nerves and muscles just so there
W ell, sir, would you believe it? The little stink-boat tore through the is no greater pastime than that of
wind had caught up that hat from quiet waters of the lake leaving a trap and bird shooting.
Any man in
o ff the grass where Bill had thrown gasoline-perfumed trail in its wake. the gun club will declare that this is
it, and landed it smack into the fire; The men, seeing we were not going true.
There are some of them who
we could see the charred remains of tc stop, ceasled rowing, and began can bring to memory feats of bitting
that fashionable summer straw, yet firing at us with their revolvers.
I ninety-eight out of a hundred on
unbroken, covering the little camp looked at Bill In dismay; but he only some one occasion or the
other.
Lire like a pot lid!
smiled and turned thp oil-feed an When gunners get together, memories
The man w h o wants his tobacco cut up for him
W ell, after our 1/untoh of broiled other notch.
The speed of the little come in just about the same kind of
months before he smokes it, just to save a minute’s time,
bass, and lake-water coffee, we were boat was something terrific.
She flood as they do when Civil W ar vet
cannot blame the manufacturer because the tobacco gets
off for an afternoon of fishing. W e seemed to be touching the waterd erans or old fire laddies gather adried up, bums fast in his pipe and scorches his tongue. had splendid luck taking the gamy only occasionally and the bow seemed round for a session.
bass that afternoon— that is), Bill did, to be sailing through the air.
The
“ Billy, I can remember the time
There’s only one w ay to get fresh tobacco— cut it up your
and it was well along toward the shores of the lake were seen as a when a bird wasi dead the minute
self os you use it, from the Sickle plug. Then you get all the
latter part of the afternoon that Bill dark blur, and the wind roared about that you raised the gun to
your
original flavor and moisture that have been pressed into the plug
came near ending his fishing days our ears a® though a great storm shoulder; all that you had to do
and kept there by the natural leaf wrapper— and you are rewarded
forever.
W e had run the boat up in were raging.
I noticed little black was to point and it wasl all over,”
by a cool, sweet, satisfying smoke.
’a little cove where the water-lilies specks in the air near our boat, said an admirer to Billy Anneman,
grew in profusion and B ill wasl stand which seemed to be traveling at a one of the stars of the other
day,
Every day more smokers are coming back to the good old
ing in the bow of the boat when a faster sjjieed than our boat; but it while Billy was trudging to the shoot
Sickle plug and satisfaction. Buy a plug of Sickle at your dealer’s
whopper basis flounced out of the seemed they were all traveling in ing grounds, after having
walked
—and note how much more tobacco you get, when there’s no
water
a short distance to our right. the same direction as were we.
I thirty miles since the risdng hour in
package to pay for.
Telling m e to hold her steady
he shouted at Bill, asking him what they the morn.
And Billy smiled happily.
climbed up on the bow o f the boat, were, but the wind was roaring aboul
“ Erny, I can remember the time
and made a long cast in the direction our ears and I was unable to make when I trimmed you in a Shoot. I got
of the spot where the ¡mammoth bass him hear me.
Seeing one of those 92 and you got 87,” remarked Wallace
had whipped the waters! into a foam. little specks coming, some distance Moser to Ernest Meyers on the rear
Feeling a strike, he began to wind behind us, I reached out my hand of a street car speeding to the vicin
in- his line, which tightened the mo and prepared to catch it as it passed. ity of the ground.
ment he began to reel in.
If Bill Well, it kept coming in a direct
“ I ’ll shoot you now for $100!
I
had listened to me, and let the fish line, and as it got even with the have a baby home that is1going to do
have plenty of line, all would have boat I made a grab for it, and got it. better than the old man some time,”
been w ell; but no, he must go and reel No sooner had I get it than I want came back Ernie.
him in at once, so as not to give ed to let it go.
It was hot! I drop
And gunners talk about their form
the monster a chance to get away ped it in the boat and examined it just as do baseball players, tennis
by tangling himself in the brush that carefully.
W ell, sir, would you be and golf champions.
grew at this Sid 1 of the lake.
Did lieve it, it was a bullet. A .30 cali
Also, if it is betraying no secret,
Bill get him?
No! His line broke bre bullet!
Never was I so surpris some star gunners of the city are a®
fislli in the lake.
W ell, the upshot and at the same moment one
foot ed in my life!
I showed the bullet temperamental at times as prima
of the whole matter was that Bill slipped from the gunwale o f the boat to Bill, and shouting in liis ear, told
donnas.
and I went to the lake one day, de and Bill went backwards among the him how I happened to possless it,
“ You’re sending all the birds to the
termined to get enough bass fishing li.y pads in the lake!
N o Sooner pointing at the same time to other left, give usl some right-hand shots
to last us for awhile.
had he touched the water than he black specks in the air about the once in a while” ; “ you’re sending the
______ _
W ell, I don’t think I want to see let out a volume of gurglings, sput- boat.
Bill looked at me and grin birds too fast” ; “ the angle is too
|another has« for a sx-month or more terings and wild yell® for help equal ned.
“ Some speed, eh!
Look out great” ; “ speed them up a little” ;
It happened in this wise.
We, i but Biu B,ays iie ’,d do it all
over t*> a savage Indian. He went straigh for the rapids!”
“ don’t stend them all In the same
Bill and I— Bill is an allr’round sport agajn jf he hadn’t melted the jour- to the bottom; but as the water was
W ell, sir, I hadn’t thought once of direction” ; “ pull the trap a little
«nd a crackerjack good fisherman who nal Gf the propeller shaft—that’s the only about two feet deep, ihisi feet
the rapidsl since we had made the faster” and about a hundred and one
always brings home a large string of part of the engine that runs the little were fanning the breeze far above
other expressions are to be heard
fish whenever he goes fishing—had fan at the back end of the boat, you the placid waters, while his head was acquaintance of the two watchmen. during a shoot.
Looking up I saw the river just along planned a trip to
Swingley's know.
pillowed in the soft mud in the bot head, and the glistening surface was
But above all, the most popular
Lake in queet o f the gamy bass.
I finally managed broken by myriads of white-capped expression of all is “ Drat the luck,
I told Bill I ’d go if he
would tom of the lake.
The fact of the matter was,
Bill promise me not to do any speeding to drag him into the boat and scrape
waves and eddies), while here and I can’t even hit the side of a bam
had long planned this trip and - in with that stink-bcat while I was in the mud from his eyes, ears and hair
there the dark outlines of a huge to-day.”
vited me to go along and see some it.
W ell, we went. The day was He was a scared man fcr a few mo boulder showed clear against the
good, righUip-to-the-minute
fishing. glorious and the thrilling sensation ments; but he soon regained his eAN A U C T I O N T E A
silver background.
W e were in the
Bill had lately purchased a little of skimming over the beautiful river quilibrium upon learning that
the rapids!
I shouted to Bill to turn
perfume boat, which he said was in the early dawn, with the throbb water was only twenty-two
inches off the power, but this Bill did not
An unusual and delightful way of
something terrific on speed, and, of ing, pulsating motor keeping time to deep.
the Woman’s
have time to do, as almoslt at the raising money for
course he wanted incidentally to show the slapping o f waves against the
This ended our fishing and we de same instant I shouted, the
boat Literary union clubhouse fund has
me some speeding on this trip to prow of the craft, kept one in ec cided to make a sfcart for home, as
struck a submerged boulder, and the been devised by Mrs. A ,S. Hinds, who
back up his statements.
the evening shadows lay long and next instant we were navigating the gave a tea and auction stale Wednes
stasies of delight.
Swingley’s Lake was a small body
So Bill turn air at a level of the tree tops, with day at her residence on West street,
W e arrived at the lake in due time cool across the river.
of water owned by some city sports, and soon Bill was fishing and I was ed on the gasoline and the little en Bill hanging over the stern of our the members of her group Mrs. Frank
and lay 62
miles up river from plying tlie dip net and the gaff. W e gine began to spit and sputter, and little craft.
Dr.
When we came down Smith, Misis Jessie Churchill,
our homes, and I was inclined to had caught a nice String of bass, our craft entered the outlet to the from our aerial flight, we landed in Ada Odiorne Fogg and Miss Ethel
look on the trip with many misgiv when on looking at his watch, Bill lake where the river flowed westwar the centre of the sitream.
There was a
In some Hinds assisting her.
ings, as these city sports kept watch
to
meet
the
setting
sun.
professional
auctioneer
and everything
manner Bill had managed to turn off
remarked that the part of liis ana
men at the lake to keep non-olub tomy corresponding to his dinner
A t the outlet to the lake the river the power and the bow had dropped was carried cm as in a genuine sale
©embers from fishing.
But
Bill basket was feeling just like a “ con- flowed through a narrow gorge and lower than the stern, and when we except that the bidders did not know
said he was a personal friend o f one flabbergated” balloon, and he calcu there were rapids at this point that hit the water that little boat went the contents, of the package for which
of the watchmen, and had made ar- lated that I had better build a fire were dangerous to run in a boat, straight to the bottom, and sllid a- they were bargaining.
It was ar
although boating parties
frequently long almost half-a-quarter on the bot ranged, however, so that no one was
rangements with him to allow us to
,
,
..
_____
,
O
O
Q
.
„
and broil some bass for our noon
tom o f the river.
Having air cham allowed to hid beyond the value of
day meal.
Bill landed me on a pro did run them, without accident.
Bill, being of an adventurous dis bers, the little craft bobbed to the the contents, and all the packages
montory, giving me directions where
position, was in for running the rap surface as s)oon as its momentum wa will be suitable for holiday gifts. Very
! to build the fire and he then reids, or as he put it, “ shooting the overcome, and as luck would have lovely, too, were the
appointments
j sumed his fishing.
chutes;” ' but I told him if he was go it, it came up beside a canoe that for the tea, and Mrs). W ill C. MacI got the fire to goitng, and saunting to try any fool tricks like that,
farlane, Mrs. Lyman Howard Nelson,
TIME TABLE
i ered o ff in search of a spring, where to set me asfliore and I ’d walk home. two fishermen were using, just be- and Dr. Ada Odiorne Fogg served, as
lcw
the
rapidsl,
and
thus
Bill
and
1
In Effect, September 27th, 1914.
! w could get good drinking water. Bill kept arguing the case with me,
were saved from a horrible death. Ir sisted by Miss Jesisie Churchill, Miss
-----------i On returning one hour later, I found
while the little motorboat was all the the chase I lost my hat, a twenty- Gertrude Gerrish, Miss Elizabeth PayFARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm.
,
,
,
ington for Phillips, Rangeley. and Bigelow, at * 11e f l r e lia d &on,e OUt and
o n ly
a time lessening the distance between
doll ar fishing rig, and my courage. son, Miss Ethel Jones Miss Ruth Cook,
5.15 P. «4., and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas heap of allies lay,
cold and gray, us and the rapids.
About a mile up Bill lost an empty pocketbook, an Miss Isabelle Cook, Miss Helen Lang,
senger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A. M.
end from Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10 in the shade of the elm tree where
the lake from the outlet there was a
Miss Jennie Means and Miste Ethel
P. M.
I had left a good fire burning. Bill projection of land that isltood out in invitation to his cousin’s wedding, a Hinds.
MIXED TR A IN arrives at 9 35 A. M and leaves
twenty-five
dollar
fishing
rig,
his
at 11.00 A. M.
was there with hits hat off, saying to the Lake quite a little ways, and
reason, and his dinner; this last ac
8TR 0N G PASSENGER T R A IN S leave for things that were very unbecoming in
as we neared till is point of land, I cident was tihe result of liis! drinking E U R O P E A N
W A R IM POSED
NO
Farmington, a t 6.23 A. M. and 1.37 P. M. For
Phillips a t 12.37 P. M . and for Phillips and a good, all-'round sport like him but savv two mien running toward the lake
EM
B
A
R
G
O
ON A M E R IC A N
too
much
water
while
hanging
on
the
Kangeley a t 5.47 P. M. and for Bigelow at 5.60 P. B ill lets has tongue run away
with
I called Bill's attention to these men stem of a gasoline launch during Flub
M.
T R A P S H O O T IN G .
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at his better judgment— also toils relig and I slaw he at once became excit
marine navigation.
1137 P. M. and 5.47 P. M. From Bigelow at 1.25 ion—occasionally, and, as in this in
P. M.
ed, as the put on more speed and
Booklet program® covering
Pinesays things
that purely turned the prow of our craft
W ell, we arrived home in due time,
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 8.45 stance,
out
hurst’s eighth annual midwinter han
A M. and from Kinsfield at 8 25 A M., and from
Farmington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at blister his mouth.
farther into the lake.
The two uen tired, hatLess, hungry, but happy. Our dicap, January 19-23, sent out early
1.40 P. M. and for Farmington at 8.45 A. M.
However, I just went about
my jumped into a boat that was floating fish were enjoying the sfwirling
in the month, have brought a gener
PH ILLIPS PASSENGER T R A IN S leave for work, never once looking at the pile
at tire point and startled rowing out waters of the rapids, unless they be ous response which- would
Farmington at 6.00 A. M. and 1.15 P. M. For
indicate
came
entangled
in
the
forty-five
dol
of
ashes,
where
the
fire
should
have
Rangeley at 6.15 P- M.
toward the centre of the lake; evi
that
the
European
war
has
imp-osed
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at been, but acted as though
it was dently it was their intention to in lars worth of fishing paraph,ermalia
12.55 P. M. and 6.10 P. M. From Rangeley at
no embargo on American trap shoot
Excepting
a
still burning as when I left it. Bill tercept Oiur boat.
12.20P.M.
I asked Bill who and were drowned.
ing.
MIXED TRAIN leaves for Farmington at 7.30 wais mad; he grabbed up a handful cC
they could be, and got the
short few little unhappy incidents which are
A. M. Rangeley 7.40 A. M. and arrives from
Luther Squier, Charles North and
our
Farmington at 2.16 P. M. R «ngeley 3.15 P. M.
sticks, threw them on the ashes and smothered word, “ watchmen,”
for unavoidable in all excursions),
J. W. Todd will all be back in the
RANGELEY PASSENGER TR A IN S leave for dropping to his hands and knees he
an answer.
“ W ell, said I, “ what ar trip to the lake was one of pleasure, capacity of manager,
superintendent
Farmington at 10.40 A. M. and arrives at 8.00 P. began blowing into the ash
heap you trying to get pa sit them withoul and Bill says we are some time go
and cashier, and the added money
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 10.15 in hopes1 of again reviving the smould getting in speaking
distance for? ing again, as there are “ scadoodles’ of $2500 is more attractive than ever
A. M. and leaves 8 t 10.55 A. M.
ering coals into a flame, all
the Didn’t you tell me you and the watch of basis there, and no danger of in
this sleason when “ gold is source.”
SALEM PASSENGER T R A IN leaves at 1,00
terference from the watchmen
so
while allowing a perfect stream of hot men were great friends?”
P. M. for Farmington and arrives at 6.16 P. M.
The class shooting novelty which
long as you have a power-boat with
the atmos
ÏINGF1ELD PASSENGER T R A IN leaves for adjectives to permeate
gives
the average man a look-in, will
“
Trying
to
keep
out
of
jail,”
says
Bigelow at 9.00 A. M. and 6.38 P. M. For Farm phere.
speed.—W alter S. Chau si er in Fur
Taking a deep breath, so
ington at 12.40 P. M.
also continue to be a big feature,
Bill; “ these gentlemen are no friends
News Magazine.
MIXED TRAINS leave for Farmington a* 6.45 as to apply the draught with greater
and the program has) been extended
of mine, and they mean to have us
A. M. and for Bigelow at 12.00 M.
force, B ill drew; 1
his throat and
by the introduction of practice sfweeparrested if they catch us.”
BIGELOW PASSENGER T R A IN leaves for lungsi, somewhere near a
pint of
stakesi, five twenty-target
sweepFarmington at 10.50 A. M. and arrives at 7. 28 P.
Bill pulled the speed lever over to
This made Bill
M. Arrives from Kingfield at 10.00 A. M. and light wood asihes.
BIR DS GO S O U T H
stakes with additional optional en
leaves for Kingfield at 7.85 P. M.
madder than ever, and lie
coughed the last notch, and we ploughed
trance, both morning and afternoon.
SUNDAY T R A I N S Leave Rangeley at 10.50
Great through the placid waters of the lake
A.M. Phillips. 12.25 P. M. Strong. 12.47 P. M.. and sneezed and sputtered.
If our mailing clerk has overlooked
arriving at Farmington 1.20 P. M. Returning tears came to his eyes/ and ran down like a bullet in, war time.
The two
Immense flocks of black duck and the reader, a post card will bring
£*ve Farmington at 1.50 P. M. Strong, 2.22 P.
and
Î1- Phillips, 2.45 P M.. arriving at Rangeley at his cheeks but just why he should watchmen pulled ait their oars
wild geese have passed by the end the program by return maiL.
1.26 P. M.
cry because he was mad, was beyond the little white rowboat skimmed of the Cape, Portland, this last week
Herbert L. Jill son,
F. N* B E A L , Gen’l Manager,
my comprehension. He went down to over the waters, widening the dM in their flights South.
Pinehurst, N. C.,
Secretary.
Phillips, Maine.
tance
between
itself
and
the
shore
the lake and bathed his eyes and
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Miss Bessie Crowell was quite ill j made for receiving and distributing
last week but was able to fill the j supplies throughout all Belgium. Aupulpit at the Methodist church on thorized agente w ill canvass King,
field on the day appointed and the
Sunday.
Mrs. W. Henry True and sister, sum total of the contributions will be
house with a cane.
He
sustained Miss Edith Hunter went to Brookline forwarded to the Maine Treasurer of
other bruises but his side appears to Wednesday to attend to the shipping the Red Cross Society, Colonel C. H.
be the most troublesome.
His many of thie household goods o f M rs- O.sfgood of Lewiston.
friends will be glad to learn that he True to Phillips.
Wednesday evening o f last week
is recovering from the accident, al
Statement of the Condition of the
some of the business' men o f Phillips
though rather slowly.
were
entertained
by
Rev.
M.
S.
Hut
Phillips Savings Bank, Phillips
Enoch Greenleaf of Portland, for
Matters
merly of Farmington is to be one of chins at the Parish House.
August 22. 1914.
the new legislators.
He has been pertaining to the good of the Federat Joel H. Byron. President.
N . P . N o b le , Treasurer,
always prominent in Democratic pol ed church were discussled and a very
Trustees—Joel li. Byron. Fremont Scamman,
was William B. Butler, Cbas. F. Chandler, Chas, H,
itics, was a member o f the state social and enjoyable evening
T h e host served sandwiches McKenzie. Organized March 29, 1871.
committee from Franklin county for passed.
L IA B IL IT IE S
seven years and stands' high in the cake and coffee.
The death of Mr. Edward Keunis- Deposits,
$280.607 74
councils of the party.
Reserve fund,
14.00000
re Undivided profits.
Misses Kathleen Noble and Wiilhel- ton, whose serious illness was
4.888 82
piina Skolfield will be the hostesses ported last week, occurred in Lew is
$299.496 56
T b e re
RESOURCES
at the next semi-monthly social given ton Tuesday, November 17.
funds of Maine,
$ 9.765 50
at the Parish House, Monday even mains w ill be brought to Phillips Public
Public funds out of Maine,
8.000 00
87.060 00
ing, November 23.
Game® and en this noon, (Thursday) and the ser Railroad bonds o f Maine,
Railroad bonds out of Maine.
71,860 0Ó
vices
held
at
the
home
at
2
o
’clock,
tertainment pertaining to Thanksgiv
Corporation bonds.
60,800 50
Railroad stock.
6.350 00
ing will be the order of the even Miss Bessie Crowell officiating.

IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

Messrs. Glidden Parker and Elwin
Webber put in the latter part of last
L. B. BRACKETT,
week hunting at the Pearsten farm,
Business Manager but without very good results.
It
is due to the unfavorable
weather
and not the lack o f skill -that these
OUTING EDITION
hunters did not bring home game for
pages ................................ $1-00 Per
LOCAL EDITION
they are both good marksmen and us
12 and 16 p ages............................ $1.60 per year
ually secure a trophy each year.
Canadian.!.Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub
Miss Ethel Murray of Farmington,
scription 50 oents extra. Foreign subscription
the night operator for the Farmers1’
P cents extra.
Telephone Co-operative Co., was the
Entered as second class matter. January 21. guest of Miss Albertine Butterfield
i909. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
a few days last week.
the Act of March 3. 1879.
Frank S. Chandler is a success|ful
good
The’ MainelWoods thoroughly covers the entire potato grower and raised a
Mr.
|of .Maine as to "Hunting. Trapping. Camp- crop of the tubers this year.
and Outing news, and the Franklin county Chandler not only is a planter
of
eally.
standard varieties, but three years
Msine Woods solicits communications and fisb
ago planted some slaed from the po
•nd game photographs from its readers.
When] ordering the address o your paper tato balls of a certain kind and from
Bans stock.
14,800 00
Loans with collateral,
«hanged, please! !give the old as well as new the new variety that developed from ing.
20,780 U
Loans
on
mortgages
of
real
estate.
53.90022
ddresB.
There will be a special
offering
Loans to municipalities,
them he raised this year a fine lot
80000
S A R A H E. E L L S W O R T H
Real estate.
6,000 00
of potatoes.
Th e variety was abun next Sunday morning at Union ebure
Furniture and fixtures.
1.64)000
Premium account.
1.440 00
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 19,' 1914
dant, and the individual potatoes as for Free Baptist benevolences. The
Mrs. Sarah E., w ife o f Mr. Fred A. Cash on deposit.
5.505 29
,
1.964 94
a rule were Large, nice looking spec amount will be divided between State Ellsworth, died at her home on the Cash on hand.
imens.
The potatoes, which are Work and Foreign Mission.
$299,496 ÿ
Mile Square Sunday evening, Novem
IN T H E M A IN E W OODS.
H arry M. Smith. Bank Commissioner;
slightly pinkish in color, not only ' Chairlee P, Steward, sub-master at
ber 15 of apoplexy.
look fine but are in fact a
nice the High school, W aterville, has gone
Mrs. Ellsworth has been in delicate
A Washington despatch announces table variety and may become a pop to his home in Phillips, until the
Statement of the Condition of the
health,
for the past few
years,
that a mysterious wireless station ular kind to plant in, the near future. High school building is ready
fo r
has been found “ 20 miles north of Mr. Chandler has not yet given a occupancy, and the classes are re buffering several shocks1 which e f Kingfield Savings Bank, Kingfield
Bid deford in the Maine woods.’’ It name to them but is considering the sumed two weeks from Monday.— fected her speech.
August 25, 1914.
She was the daughter of Albert W. O. W. Simmons, President.
may be that the Germans have es matter.
Farmers can obtain a limit Kennebec Journal.
H. S. Wing. Treasurer.
Stevens and Rosana Fish o f Hanson,
tablished such a
station 20 miles ed quantity o f lidm for steed this
L. JJ. Hunnewell, Asst. Treasurer.
The -stated meeting of the Sher
Mass.,
and
was
the
adopted
daugh
Trustees—H. S. Wing. E. E. Jenkins, S. J. Wy.
north of Bid clefor d, but people fam year.
burne Chapter, 0. E. S., occurs next
ter of Mr. John Perkins, with whom man, C. O. Wilkins, O. W . Simmons.
iliar with this state would hardly des
Wednesday
evening,
Nov.
25.
Organized May 28, 1895.
P. T. Barnum proved himself a
she lived for many years and who
crilbe it as located in the Maine
L IA B IL IT IE S
The 1913 club was entertained last
great success in the business world
passed away some years ago.
$1(6.761 85
Deposits,
woods.
If you take a map and
week
by
Mrs.
A.
D.
Graffam.
Mrs.
5.800 W
and tliis! is one of has sayings: If I
Reserve fund,
Mrs. Ellsworth was a woman of Undivided
search for that point in Maine
profits.
2,868 64
were starting out in trade I should C. F. Chandler will be the hostess kindly disposition and the best of a
which is 20 miles north of Biddeford
$115,420 89
want sufficient capital to enable me this Friday afternoon.
neighbor or friend.
Sympathy is ex
you will find lit close to, the peaceful
RESOURCES
Miss
June
-Simmons
who
is
teach
to advertise freely.
As) a rule, those
$ 950 00
tended to Mr. Ellsworth, as he is Public funds Of Maine.
hamlet of North Gorham, about three
5,860 00
people who advertise freely get the ing in Mexico will spend Thanksgiv alone in. hie home, no children hav Railroad bonds of Maine.
2,925 00
miles from Sob ago lake on one side
Railroad bonds out of Maine,
ing
in
the
family
of
E.
V.
Holt.
trade.
If you will name the three
Corporation
bonds.
5.000
«
ing blessed their union.
and close to the Pnesum.pscot river o |
Bank stock.
7.300 00
largest advertisers in any town I will I Lew M. Noble and J. Scott Brack
27,309
25
Loans
with
collateral.
Thie funeral services were held at
the other.
It has not heretofore i
7,000 00
name the three firms that sell the ett Bowdodn ’16 will come Wednesday the home on Wednesday at 1 o’clock, Loans to corporations.
64,576 00
Loans on mortgages of real estate.
been supposed that there were any
of next week for the Thanksgiving
most goods.
500 00
and fixtures.
Rev. M. S. Hutchins officiating and Furniture
towns in Cumberland county which
2,125 66
Cash on deposit.
recess, and will remain over Sunday.
Ernest
C.
Butler,
esq.,
Arthur
R.
1,885
68
(Jash
on
hand.
Mr.
C.
F.
Chandler
in
charge.
The
were in the woods of Maine.
No
Rev. Arthur L. Leech of Gorham
$115,420 89
body in Maine has looked upon Cumb Jones, James Barrett and John H. will occupy the pulpit of the Metho pall bearers Were Messrs. John Dun
H arry M. Smith, Bank Commissioner,
ham, J. E. Noble, Se Idem Keene,
erland county as included in the Lancaster attended the Masonic in dist church next Sunday morning.
officers
in
Canaan
Chester
Allen
and
the
interment
was'
forest primeval.
It remained
for| stallation of
The Junior League will be enter
Mr. Butler acted
in Riverside cemetery.
somebody in Washington to make! Tuesday evening.
tained at the home o f Miss Crowell
that surprising discovery.— Watervillej as installing officer.— Independent Re on Saturday afternoon, from 2 to 5.
PapierMacheHead Forms
porterSentinel.
Mount Your Own Head*
All the members of the League are T H E L A T E S T N E W S F R O M K IN G Miss Barbara Nelson of Wheaton ;
DEER HEADS & NECK FORMS
FIELD .
cordially invited to be present.
Old Skulls o f any animal fitted
With: Christmas only five
weeks Jis among the college girls who are
Vinton Hough, who is attending
up with waxed moulh and tongue
away, preparations of the great fes coming home to pas® Thanksgiving business college in W aterville plans
Send for our Illustrated Catalogue
(Special to Maine Woods.)
tival are quite proper' to think 5with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. L y  to spend Thanksgiving at his home
p A p ie r m a c h e specKingfield,
Nov.
18.'—Hon.
H.
S.
upon.
“ Shop early’’’ is an injunct man H. Nelson of Vaugljan street j in Phillips.
1ALTIES
CO..R,.ding, Midi.
W ing and w ife started for
Boston
ion coming more and more to be ob Portland.
Th e annual sale of the
Ladies’
Monday.
They
will
visit
other
points
served,
To buy in advance of the j Mr. and Mrs. Herbert C. Judkins Social Union will be held at the
j in Massachusetts and Connecticut beday is not only to lend aid to the of Skowhegan left Saturday of last Parish House Wednesday
afternoon
|fore their return.
shop-keeping interests but is to do a week for Clinton, where they have i and evening, December 9.
G. R. Cracker and son Fred return '¡ Alive, unhurt, all kinds, old or young. Also
real service to one’s stelf as well, |purchased a home.
They are to j noon and evening, December 9.
1 mink, marten and fisher. Will handle above
ed Tuesday from a hunting trip of a named animals at all times of year. Write or
freeing the mind of the panic th a t! conduct a dry goods store there and
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar M. Berry of
wire what you have to offer, stating loweet
|
week
at
Saddle
Lake
Camps.
They
is inseparable from duty
postponed Mr. Judkins will also engage in Lewiston entertained a
price. Fur farmers wanting stock should write
party
of
me for prices and information before buying. \
got
a
good
deer.
until the last moment.
poultry raising.
Mapy friends re friends at their home, 17
M. F. STEVENS.
Orange
Mrs. Mary Du nil)am of Strong is
Dover, Maine
gret the departure of the couple, as St., one evening recently.
Dancing
Tel.
64.15
visiting Mrs. Ma.ry Small.
they
have
been
closely
identified
and games were enjoyed and
re
M^ine is well protected from dang
C. B. Hutchins is quite sick with a
er of the hoof and mouth disease, not only with the business life of the freshments served.
|heart trouble.
community
but
with
many
church
an
We are sorry to report the quite
which has been prevalent of late in*
Ralph Eaton goes to Lisbon F a lls
Mrs. Jud serious illness of Asher D. Horn of
Michigan, Illinois, Massachusetts and social activities as well.
! Saturday for a visit
until
after
kins
is
the
daughter
of
Mr.
John
Farmington, who has been ill
for
W e concentrate in
other states.
Dr. A. Joly,
State
j Thanksgiving with his grandmother.
Phillips
and
a
niece
of
the
Missesthe
past
two
o<
r
three
weeks.
He
is
L ive Stock Sanitary Commissioner,
our
buying on this
Elmer Davis returned Monday from
attended by Dr. Makepeace and Mrs.
points to the statutes of the state Vesta and Lepha Phillips of Avon.
the
Maine
Central
hospital
at
Lew
is
special suit and
W ill our correspondents kin d ly! E. B. Bacheller is the nurse.
of Maine which are especially
well
ton where he underwent a Surgical
Far
overcoat. Y ou get
calculated to guard against promis send their notes so that we can r e - , N, K. Wlhittemore of W est
operation ten days ago for appendici
cuous danger from diseasles like the ceive them on Monday of next week, mington sold 50 barrels of apples, ;
tis.
a great selection—
sort mentioned .
No live stock is as we shall go to press Wednesday packed, to E. Howard Lotwell, last
A siurprise party was given Princi
always
one price
instead
of
Thursday,
on
account
o
f
:
week.
allowed to enter Maine from other
pal Arthur W . Smith in honor of his
Thanksgiving.
Miss Olive Ross, daughter of Mr.
states or countries wiithut a permit
and always guar
birthday by students' of the High
Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Field and Mast and Mrs. Fred M. Ross, who
has
from the live sltock
commissioner.
anteed
quality.
school on Monday evening.
About
The value of these laws was
not er Richard and Mr. and Mrs. W. been at Dr. A. M. Ross’ private hos
thirty guests were present and pass
form er’s pital in Rangeley for the past few
realized by some when they were put Henry True were at the
ed a pleasant evening playing games'
on, the books but they are fully ap hunting camp in Madrid over Sun days, was operated on for appendici
and singing.
Refreshments o f as
day.
tis Wednesday o f this week and we
preciated at a time like the present
sorted candies and fruits were Slervwhen the country is more or
less
Many remarked on the excellent 1are pleased to learn that she is ed.
In behalf of the school Philip
generally worried over the prevalence sermon delivered by Rev.
M.
S. getting along finely.
Porter presented Mr. Smith with a
Mrs. F. E. Howard of Strong was
in some quarters c.f the dread pest> Hutchins of the Federated church last
framed photograph of Kingfield v il
lence among cattle.
Dr. Joly has Sunday morning.
The special mus the guest of her son, Charles How lage.
ard
and
family
one
day
last
week.
been instrumental in the securing of ical numbers were a duet by Hon. N.
The second meeting of the Happyrigid protective
measures
against P. Noble and Missl Wilhelmina SkolMrs. Fred Mottram can have the GO-Lucky whist club was held Tues1danger from cattle disease.
field and a solo by Miss Skolfield satisfaction o f knowing that she sav
day evening at Eldridge’s hall with
and in the evening solos by Miss ed the buildings of Walter Getcbell
eleven tables at progressive whist.
T»A0e MAAK BICiSTt*
Skolfield and Mis® Beulah Irwin.
from burning last week.
She went The first prize was won by John F.
If you want boiairders,
Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Field will go to Madrid to stay with Mrs. Getctiell
The same price the world over."
If you want a servant,
Thomas and was a shaving mirror;
to Boston this week to attend the while her husband was away and aIf you want a situation,
the consolation, a bottle of catsup
N o m atter h o w
Harvard-Yale foot ball game which bout 5 o’clock in the morning dis
If you have lost anything,
(catch-up) was won by Mrt?.
Percy
will
be
played
at
New
Havern
this
covered fire in the bam. Undoubt
If you want to Sell a horse,
m
u c h or h o w
Wilber.
Refreshments were served.
year.
1
edly a tramp had lodged in the bam
If you have a blouse to selil,
The next meeting will be held in two
little you intend to
fire weeks.
Mrs. H. H. Field and Mrs. H. B. over ngiilit for they found a
If you waitt to buy a horse,
pay for your new
burning
in
the
bam
floor
where
Austin are in Portland a day or
If you have a house to let,
To-morrow, November 21st is to be
someone had built it.
It took sever
two this week.
If you want to buy a house,
clothes you ow e it
Tag Day in Kingfield and all who
Claris Bunnell, son o f A. E. Bun al pails of water to put the fire out. stop to consider the bountiful crops
If you want to hire a house,
to yourself to see
nell commenced work in the Maine What led to the discovery of the fire which have blessted America
If you want to hire a horSe,
this
wag the dogs acting
strangely,
Woodis office Monday morning.
If you have found anything,
STYLEPLUS
year will gladly give of their abun
Mrs.
A lively runaway occurred last running down the road and
If you want a boarding-place,
dance to the starving Belgians Th ey
before you buy.
week, Thursday, when Mr. G. F. Beal Mottram went out to see what troub are homeless and without food, winte
If you want help of any kind,
of the Mile Square was quite badly led them when she saw the smoke is descending upon them and Chris
ADVERTISE IN MAINE WOODS.
One look usually
hurt.
The affair happened on Main issuing from the bom.
convinces. Suits and
tian America is their star of hope.
street.
The tugs broke, letting
Another enjoyable dinner was pair- In the face of this appalling destitu
overcoats— all kinds.
Hon. Ira G. Hersey of Houlton, the wagon onto the horse, which be taken of at the Pratt farm this week,
tion tlhe National Red Cross Society
who wasI re-elected to the State came frightened and freed himself the same young people who attended
calls upon every man,
woman and
Senate in September, w ill go Into the from the team, throwing Mr. Beal the former one, making up the party.
child to send bread to 7 million
Republican caucus as candidate for out.
Mr. Beal has been confined to
Mis® Mattie Bunnell visited
her people who are suffering for no other
president, of the Senate without op His home since that time with a bad grandmother, Mrs. Addle Carvilie in
crime tli an loyalty to their internation
position.
side, but is able to get around the Farmington for the day, Wednesday.
al treaties. Complete plans have been

J

FOXES WANTED

Styleplus # 1Clothes J™

C. H. McKenzie
Trading Co.

MAINE

CLASSIFIED
-eut » word in advance.

No headline or
¿tierdupla?- Subjects in h. b. c. order

•OR SAT,W— Edlßooa Dictating
jjjjjte, In first d a s« condition.
(ttlre at Maine Woods office.

maIn-

POR SALE)—Village
stands
for
ul« In Phillips. Inquire of J. Blaine
gorrison.

WOODS,

PHILLIPS,

M A I N E , N O V E M B E R 19, 1914.

THE GOLDEN
ANNIVERSARY

W ith many a hardship, many a
song.
The elder, the artist,
was called
above;
W e think of him with hearts of
love.
Arthur,
the machinist with family of
Mr. and Mrs. Sw eet Married and
¡boys,
Lives in the city with its hum and
Lived In Same House 50 Years.
noise.
Dana, the student, the thoughtful, the
lwise,
On Tuesday, Nov. 17, was celebrat
Lives on the farm and every im
ed the golden wedding of Mr. and
provement tries.
Mrs. Timothy Sweet of Avon.

POR SALE—Large male turkey, fifThey were married and have since
teen months old.
W rite, Box
5,
resiulted in the sarnie house.
They
Salem, Maine.
have made many improvements to
ibe farm and
buildings
during
pOR SALE—BEEF, by the side or the half century and now have one
quarter. B. F. Beal, Phillips.
of the pleasantest homes in the town.
On this occasion their four children
RANTED—Man owning
-horse to and twelve grandchildren were all
drive Grand Union Tea cart through present, and spent the day, they are
Phillips, Strong, Kingfield and sur Arthur, with five boys from Lewis
rounding towns.
Address Grand ton, Mrs. John E. Bump with two
girls and one boy from Portland, Mrs,
Anion Tea Co., Lewiston, Maine.
C. E. W h ite with four boys from
WANTED— Colt or good young horse, Phillips and Dana, who is unmarried
work and drive. W eight about 1200 and resides with his father and
pounds. Telephone 27-7, J. H. Welts, mother.
Phillips. N
During the day many relatives and
friends called to pay their respects
to the bride and groom of 50 years
ago.
In the evening the neighbors
to the number of sixteen assembled
RUSSELL'S MILLS
at the home and a very pleasant ev
ening was passed.
Th-e entertainment
consisted of
‘ Nov. 16.
grap-hophone music, recitation, “ Whe
.Mrs. Abbie Guild is at J. C. LeadGrandpa W as a Boy” by Geo. Roy
betters for the winter.
Norton,
reading
of a poem
by
Brvin Currier o f Ohesterville was
W hittier, followed by an
original
ll E. L. Merchant’s* last Saturday.
poem written by one of the family,
Ernest W. Leadbetter has purchas
by Flora E. Norton, ^refreshments
ed a Victor talking machine.
of cake, coffee and fudge were serv
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. A. Weeks and
ed. Quite a number of presents were
two daughters, Olive and Helen visit
presented by the children and grand
ed at W. E. Uph-am’s last Saturday. children; also a sofa pillow fro-m
Mrs. A. C. Nickerson is with her Mrs. Arthur Sweet’s mother,
Mrs.
«on, L. A. Nickerson.
Yeung; a gold piece from their niece,
Charles* Huntington of Tem ple was Mrs. J. W. Brackett; and one half
&caller at Aaron Marden’s the first dozen dining chairs from the neigh
of the week.
bors.
The poem follows:
Charles E. Guild is moving back
to Temple from Few Acres.
T H E G O L D E N W E D D IN G
We are sorry to learn that our
friend and old
neighbor,
Deacon
With fifty years between you and
John R. Allen is in a hospital ai
your well-kept wedding vow,
Portland for medical treatment.
The Golden Age, old friends of mine,
is not a fable now.

The girls got married and went from
the door,
W here the bride had come thnoug
years before.
But they -have not gone
so
far
away,
But that they come home for a
week or a day,
With their children three and four,
That play around the old farm
door.
When the grandchildren (ten boys
and two girls') all arrive,
The old house seems very much
alive,
And the Grandpa and Dame think
each a dear,
And are glad they all can’»be here,
Say by themselves in darkness when
alone,
I am glad on^ of our children has'
none.
Original.

WELD
Nov. 16.
James Whitin from Massachusetts
has been in towrn this week, visiting
his brother, Fred Wihitin.
Lin wood With am has been operat
ed on for appendicitis. He is under
the care of a trained nurse.
Mrs. T. A,. Wyman spent a few
days' in Lewiston last week.
Mrs. Martha Procter returned to
her home in Dixfield last Saturday.

MARRIAGES.

Portland,
Pickard, D.
Holman o f
Ming Curtis

MILE SQUARE

Nov. 1, by Rev. Edwin
Nov. 17.
D., Rev. Weston
Penn
Miss Gertrude Dunham is on the
Strong and Miss' Ada
sick list.
of Leeds.
Percy Hard and Alan Hodgkins of
Temple visited at the Wilbur Bros,
BIRTHS.
last week.

Mis® Stella Sweatt is on the sick
Farmington, Nov. 15, Mrs. Grace list.
B., wife of E. A. Odell, aged 29 yrs.,
Linwood Sweatt has gone to Ber
4 mos., 29 days;.
lin, N. H., to attend school.
Farmington, Nov. 14, M'rs. Sarah,
Sarah, wife of Fred Ellsworth pass
w ife of John Velhue, aged 65 years, 8 ed away Sunday night.
She suffer
mos. 5 days.
ed a shock about two years ago.
Farmington, Nov. 12, Susan
H., She was a woman who will be very
widow of Nathan Cutler, aged
70 much missed by all who knew her.
yrs. 1 mo. 22 days.

AVON
Nov. 16.
About three inches of snow has
fallen the past week.

Mr. G.
jured. in
lips last
hope for

F. Beal, who was badly in
a runaway accident in Phil
week, is gaining slowly. All
his speedy recovery.

WEAR TAG IN
PENNSYLVANIA

George Morton, Stanley Blaisdiell
and Elwin Webber were at Mt. Blue
recently deer hunting.
Quite a num
her o f deer have been seen in this Would
vicinity.
C.
F. Crocker and Benjamin Ken
nedy were in Farmington Thursday,
Nov. 5.
Mr. Crocker Seems to he
losing his eyesight and he went to
consult D-r. McL. Presson in regard
to them.

Assist Game Wardens If

Residents Paid a Merely
Nominal License.

Philadelphia, November 10, 1914.

|Robie Toothaker of Ran gel ey
working for his brother,
M.
Toothaker.

is T o the Editor of Maine Woods:
T.
Referring to statement of Chair
man Harry B. Austin of the Maine
Dr. E. E. Russell of
Farmington Fish and Game Commission in your
was in town recently and tested J. issue of November 5th, would it not
F. Sweetser’s large herd of Guern
assist the game wardens to enforce
sey®.
He found them all “ O. K .” the law if residents paid a merely
to the joy of their proud owner. He
nominal license foe, and every l i 
very kindly took the family of Mr. censed hunter, resident or non-resi
Sweetser on a delightful auto ride.
dent, be compelled to wear in a con
A Yale lock has been placed on spicuous place a tag, showing that he
the Schoolroom door in the Cushman was licensed
This is the law in
district.
Some evil-minded person
Pennsylvania.
This tag should have
entered the room and removed a part the number o f the hunter’s license,
of two windows recently.
thereby making identification
easy.
There was a box social given in This would be a help at least in put
the Mt. Blue schoolroom' by
the ting an end to shooting out o f sea
teacher, Miss Ellen Prince of Far son, shooting protected game, and
mington, Saturday, Nov. 7, and was the reckless use of firearms by those
much enjoyed by all.
There were who should not be allowed to handle
about 40 present.
Quite a number a gun ¡and whom it is now difficult
came up from the Cushman district for game wardens to apprehend.
and several from the village.
Tile
Very truly yours,
sum of $10.95 w'as realized from the
¡S. W. Evans.
sale of boxes, which were sold by
Maurice Toothaker, who is quite an
adept in this line of work, as he
can “ guarantee” nearly every box
t< belong to a school marm.’ ’

Davi-d Robertson returned home
Saturday night from the Central
Maine General hospital, where he ha
been for the past year.
He brought
his nurse with him and they were
married Monday morning.
i The dowel mill of Geo. Kneeland
TAYLOR HILL
And, sweet a® has life's vintage been & Co., has shut down for a
few
through all your pleasant past,
I weeks.
It is reported that their
Still, as at Cana’s marriage feast, the orders for the coming year are doubNov. 16.
best wine is the last!
I led.
Mr. and Mrs. Per^y Baird of New
Mrs. Henry Coburn and daughter,
Vineyard visited his parents,
Mr.
And Jo! from all
the country side
j Grace returned home last week from
and Mrs. B. T. Baird a few days
come neighbors, kith and kin;
|Massachusetts where they have been
recently.
From city, hamlet, farmhouse old, the visiting Mrs. Coburn’s sister,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Greenleaf’s
wedding guests come in.
| Mrs. Mary Phillip®, who is in the
children have been having the wrhoopLewiston hospital is sti-11 in a oritMiss Lucy Prince of
Farmington
ing cough.
And happy with them, all unseen,oldjical condition.
Her many friends
visited hersister,-who is teaching
in
Leander Daggett will move his fam
comrades, gone before,
here wish for her speedy recovery.
town and attended the box supper.
ily into Mrs. Morton Vaughan’s rent
Pass, silently as Shadows pass, with
Plummer A verill of Temple was
at the village for the winter.
in ycur open door.
Chairman Harry Austin of the
here Sunday to drive home
some
Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Nutting have
FEDERATED CHURCH
State
Commission of Inland Fisheries
young stock that w'as pastured near
gone to Bar Harbor to s'aw lumber
|How gladly would I tread again the j
-------- *—
and Game stated Wednesday last week
Mt. Blue.
for his brother.
yiat he had just been notified that
I old remembered places,
i Melvin Sherburne Hutchins, pastor.
Mrs. Jennie Dickey was a caller
C. F. Crocker has gone to his old a cow moose had been killed in#
Sit down beside ycur hearth once j Calendar for week ending Novemat Mrs. Carrie A llen ’s Sunday.
home at Pittston, Maine, to visit his Trenton Woods below Ellsworth.
more and lock in the dear old >^er 28.
We are very glad to hear the
father, who is very ill. Mr. Crocker, Warden J. H. Maeomber is working
faces!
Sunday,
Nov.
22,
'f’hanksgirving
Sun
toothpick mill whistle once more.
Mr. Austin
stated
day.
10.45—Alorning woishipT Ser-! seilior’ is past 80 years of age and on the case.
Ground is white with
snow
in
And thank you for the lessons your men, “ Thankful For Hope.” 12.10— i ^ c° mpany with his daugh,ter’ Mrs- that the party who killed the moose
these parts; a little earlier
-this
fifty years are teaching;
Sunday school.
7.30—People’s ser Dora Turner of Augusta, visited here is known.
year than last.
last summer a fCw days and seemed i
For honest lives that lender speak vice.
Music by Choral club.
Ad
very active for one of his age. One
than half our noisy preaching.
dress, Thanksgiving.
May
many
mone
of
quiet
years
be
Formation of Hailstones.
RAW FURS W A N T E D
Wednesday, Nevember 25: 7.30— pleasant day, he, with “ Uncle” Nat
han Stilphen, another octogenarian,
According to a German scientist,
added to your sum,
Thanksgiving service.
lirect from the trapper Highest marAnd, late at last, iin tenderest love,
Thursday, Nov. 26—Thanksgiving climbed Mt. Blue and enjoyed the hailstones are formed by the elec
et prices with good liberal sort. Goods
trip very much.
tricity of thunderstorms which they
the
beckoning
angels
come.
Day.
eld separate and all charges paid.
accompany.
“ B illy” Thompson spent Sunday at
{. J. Hopkins, Hornerstown, N. J. Dear hearts are here, dear hearts are
F. A. Phillips’.
,
M E T H O D I S T E P IS C O P A L C H U R C H .
there, alike below, above;
W E G U A R A N TE E TO IN CRE ASE
YO U R CATCH GF R A W FURS IF
Our friends are now in either world,
OUR BAITS A R E USED. With each
and love is sure of love.
Bessie F. Crowell, pastor.
bottle we give a written guarantee,
DISTRICT
NO.
2
Whittier.
and if not satisfied your money will be
Sunday, Nov. 22— Morning worship
returned. We must please you or lose
10.45.
Sermon by Rev. A. L. Leech
money.
F ifty years ago to migh t,
of Gorham.
Sunday school 12. Jun
Nov.
18.
5000
BOTTLES H A V E A L R E A D Y
When the moon was
shining ior League 3.
Epworth League 7.
School in this district begun Mon BET N SOLD AND NOT ONE T R A P 
bright;
Subject, “ A Song of Thanksgiving.” day, after a two weeks’ vacation. PER HAS ASKED FOR HIS M ONEY
Sleighibells jingled merrily,
BACK.
_________
I/eader, Mrs. Pearse.
Prayer and
The teacher, Miss Fannie Hannah
Hearts sang cheerily,
A N IM A L ATTR AC TO R
praise service 7.30.
Humes of North Ansion boards with
William F . N y e is the great A Sweet young man a bride had
will lure all flesh eating animals such as
Thursday, Nov. 26—'Mid week pray
Mrs. Bion Wing.
the raccoon, mink, skunk, cive+, erm
est authority on refined oils in the
taken;
er meeting 7.30.
ine,
wolf,"fox, lynx, opossum, martin,
A
Harden
girl
for
him
had
all
for
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Bean
of
world. He was the first bottler; has
etc. Price (100-150 sets) $1.00 postpaid.
saken,
Auburn
are
visiting
Mr.
and
Mrs.
the largest business and N Y O I L
M U S K R A T ATTRAC TO R
He brat her t.o the farm he had
DEATHS.
Charles McKenney a few days this
is the best oil he has ever made.
For luring muskrats only. Price (100#
bought,
week.
150 sets) $1.00 postpaid.
N Y O IL
Th e prettiest one round so every
Daniel Smith was a business caller
BEAVER ATTR AC TO R
Colebrook, N. H. Nov. 12, to Mr.
HAS N O E Q U A L.
one thot.
in this district Tuesday.
For luring beaver only. Price (100-150
and
Mrs.
Carrol
C.
Noyes,
a
daugh
In the parlor the knot was tied,
Beware of scented mixtures called
sets) $1.00 postpaid.
ter, Eleanor Adelaide, (weight 10y2
Miiss Sarah Calden
suffered
a
oil. Use N YO IL on everything
As they stood there side by side;
T R A IL SCENT
where a light oil is needed. It pre
stroke of paralysis, Thursday morn For making trails to and from sets.
Little thinking of the coming years, pounds).
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
Jay, Nov. 7, to Mr. and Mrs. David ing and is in a very critical condit Very powerful odor.
Economical to
With their hardships, cares and
tion.
use. Price $1.00 postpaid.
ion at this writing.
Russell, a son.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
3 Bottles $2.50
6 Bottles $5.00
your firearms and your rod. You will
Strong, Nov. 9, to Mr.
and Mrs.
fears.
Mrs. Lydia Smith is stopping with
find it by far the best. Hardware and
DON’T W ASTE YO U R TIM E A N D
Diali Sweet, a son.
In
a
.
few
years
were
born
three
boys,
Mrs. Ada Haley for a few days.
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
M ONEY W IT H BAITS T H A T M A Y
Farmington, Nov. 12, to Mr. and
T o share with them their sorrow
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
OR M A Y NOT BE GOOD. USE A T 
Philip
Feldmer
of
Chicago,
who
Mrs.
Harry
Parker,
a
son.
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
and joys1;
TRACTORS AND BE SURE OF RE 
Jay, Nov. 6, to Mr. and Mrs. Ches has been a guest at Linwood Hal SULTS—A N INCREASED CATCH.
Then two girls came tjieiir hearts to
W M . F. N Y E ,
ey’s for two weeks went to Livermore
ter Maeomber, a daughter.
brighten,
Animal Attractor Company,
Ohesterville, Nov. 8, to Mr. and Falls Tuesday, where he expects em
New Bedford, M au.
And later on their work to lighten,.
Stanwood, Iowa, Box M,
ployment.
Mrs. Frederick G. Wheeler, a son.
The years rolled quickly along,

COW MOOSE SHOT
IN TRENTON

MAINE

NEW RECORD
FROM THE WEST
Remarkable

Pistol

Shooting

by

Colorado Sportsman
Breaking world’» records is
mo
easy proposition, even in practice,
(when one is not laboring under a
mental strain, and when the break
of luck is with one.
But when a
man goes out after a record delib
erately, announcing his intention be
forehand, and when he succeeds' in
accomplishing his pnrposee, that i^
quite another matter.
For that reason the recent pistol
shooting efforts of F. J. Dreher of
Denver, are all the more remarkable.
In a shoot against the records) Mr.
Dreher, using Remington-UiMC am
munition, is credited with scores^ of
291 at 50 yards, 196 at 50 yards and
100 at 50 yards, the last being the
best
possible
score that ca.n be
made.
Each score made by
.Mr.
Dreher is a new world’s record and
all have been allowed as official, by
the United States Revolver Associa
tion.

WOODS,

The following data agrees with the
United Stated Revolver Association
records:
Shooting from 50 yards and firing
30 shots Mr. Dreher’s score
was
291.
The best previous! record made
from this distance and iwiith the
same number of shots was 289, by
Tom Anderton, April 4th, 1903.
Shooting from 50 yards and firing
20 shots he put up a new record of
196.
The previous record, also mad
by Mr. Anderton, was 193.
Shooting from 50 yards and firing
10 shots, Mr. Dreher
accomplished
what every other revolver expert has
tried to do, i. e., make a perfect
score.
His record, 100 can never
be beaten and will hardly ever be
tied.
The previous record was 99,
made in 1903 by Mr. Anderton

PHILLIPS,

MAIf E, N O V E M B E R 19, 1914.
skin season is now with uis and last
year’s' expenditures a fte r Nov. 10
being $852.
Another increase
in
the appropriation w ill be necessary
by the incoming Legislature.
T h e method of securing the bounty
for bob oat, Loupcervier and Canadian
lynx is:
T h e Statute provides that
a bounty of $4 shall be paid
fo r
every such animal killed in any town.
Th e hunter must exhibit the en tire
skin thereof, with the ears,
nose
ard tail thereon, to the town treas
urer o f any town, who then forwards
the tail to the State Commissioners
of Inland Fisheries and
Game at
For Augusta.

made there has been a renewal o f in
terest in revolver shooting.
Some
new names are bound to be added to
the hall of fame of pistol cracks be
fore vary long, but whether or n.o,
it is a pleasure to note this added
interest in a clean, Wholesiome sport.

ITEMS FROM
THE STATE HOUSE
Friendship

Man

Pays

$50

Killing Cow Moose

«**«*U

■»is

T o make a “ batch”
of o ld -fa s h io n e d , whole
some, home-made bread, a
nice light cake and perhaps a
pie or two—the kind of good liv
ing that makes the family smile.
A ll from William Tell and all
always good — because this is
the all ’round flour that keeps
the cook in a good humor.
Extra nutritious and goes
farther— a secret of Ohio Red
Winter Wheat and the special
process of milling yours only in

4KSTE5 &BTOKC0.
w illia m t e i i *

(29)

c.

h

. m c k e n z ie

tr a d in g

co

.,

Phillips , Maine .

W ITH

MAN
A XE

KILLS

DEER

WEDNESDAY.

KILLS FOX
WITH STONE

The Fisih and Game Commission ha
been notified by Deputy
Warden
Amzi Hodgkins o f the payment of a
fine of $50 by W esley E. Larrabee
of Friendship for the killing of a
cow moose in Jefferson.
This
is
the case where the hunter saw
a
hull and cow moose together
and
fired, bringing down the cow. Th e
carcass' was ordered taken to Gar
diner where it was disposed of at
the markets.

'The New W orld’s Record Target.
R. A. Hall of Enfield and S. L.
(Reduced in size.
Actual dimension
of bull’s eye 3.3 inches in diameter.) Brown of Bangor left
Thursday
afternoon for a trip to Grindstone,
Composite Picture of the Th ree T a r 
whence they will go 25 miles in the
gets Made By Mr. Dreher, the
woods after big game.
Mr. H all is
Scores Being 100, 196
armed with a 35 Remington automa
and 291, Respectively.
tic equipped with a Maxim silencer,
Mr.
Dreher’s
most
remarkable which is not often seen in the Maine
Mr. Hail thinks that the si
shooting is the “ possible” store at woods.
lencer
will
be of assistance in get
50 yards.
So far as existing rec
ords show this feat was never be ting game, as the moose or deer
fore accomplished, certainly not in w ill not be startled if the bullet
any event heard of by the United does not hit him the first ime.

Ready!

FALMOUTH

Portland, Me., Nov. 12.—It is nw
necessary to go far away into the
den^e Maine woodlands to kill a
deer, says the Kennebec Journal, ¿j
least this is the way Messrs, £
Frank Colley and Deputy Sheriff Jo^
W illiam s of W est Falmouth feel to
, '
D r. Frank N . George Corners day.
Messrs. W illiam s and Colley
Animal in Park A venue Yard had been engaged in making repairs
on the covered bridge over the Pro
sumpslcot River, known as Lambert
K illin g a fox in the residential sec bridge, in W est Falmouth, yesterday
tion of W orcester and without the were picking up their belongings pre
aid of a gun, was the experience of paratory to leaving for their home at
Dr. Frank W . George, 756 Pleasant 5 in the afternoon, when Mr. Colley
street, recently.
Dr. G eorge corn heard loud splashing from beneath
ered the fox in a yard on
Park the bridge.
He investigated and found that
avenue and then put an end to the
career of the animal by hitting him there was some larg* animal swimming in the river and attempting to
on the head with a large stone.
Dr. George saw the fox
recently make a landing on the hank of tie
crossing Pleasant street and headed stream.
A ttracting
the attention of Mr
onto Newton hill.
He informed Win
Tow er, a brother member of W or W illiam s, lie hastened to the other
cester fur club, and Tow er went up side of the stream with hammer ia
onto the h ill with Dr. George’s hound hand w hile Mr. Williams seizing np a
carpenter’s axe, remained on tie
Sally.
T h e deer attempted
When near the top o f the hill T o w  opposite side.
to
land
several
times
on Mr. Colley’s
er saw the fox jump out o f a clump
of bushes and start toward the top stide o f the river, but was frightened
of the hill.
T h e hound at once took off by seeing the man near by.
Mr. W illiam s secreted himself and
the trail and Mr. Fox made Several
circles around the hill.
Th e
fox awaited developments. Suddenly fee
evidently wanted to head toward Coe deer changed his course and stw&e
pond, but all along the Pleasant rapidly, although laboriously, acrw*
street side of the hill workmen are the river, giving evidence of being
relaying the car tracks.
This e v i tired a fter nearly an hour in fee
dently scared the fox and it struck water, Mr. W illiam s was surprised to
find that the deer was making dfe
down toward Park avenue.
ectly fo r him, there being a kfod of
Dr. Georgt was com ing down Pleas
flhelf o f land overhanging the river
ant »tretet in his automobile when he
bank which would afford an easy
was sturprised to see the fox cross
landing for the tired animal. Por
Pleasant street at Park avenue. He
this the deer headed and in a mo
turned into- Park avenue after
the
ment had clambered out upon fee
fox, which turned into the yard wher
bank. L ik e a cat, Mr. Williams leap
the ward 10, precinct 4 voting booth
ed from his biding place and dealt
is.
the deer a crushing blow with the
Franklin Bolio, a driver for the
axe on the head.
The animal drop
Phoenix Plate Co., also slaw the fox !
ped to the ground without a struggle
and with Dr. George started a search
and expired.
for it.
Dr. George quickly
found |
It was a fine specimen of doe
it in the corner of the next yard. ;
and was w ell worth the effort put
where there was a high board fence j
forth by the two carpenters in se
which the fox was apparently unable j
Th e doe weighed just
to get over.
Mr. Bolio wanted to curing her.
102 pounds.
catch the fox alive, but Dr. George j
decided this might be dangerous as i
the fox did not look as if it would |
D IX F IE L D HUNTERS
take its1capture peaceably.

The Bangor Commercial of Nov. 5
and thb News of Nov. 6 report the
going into the woods, equipped in
a manner that leads you to wonder
what will become o f them.
One
item reads:

States Reyolver Association, and it
is doubtful if a perfect score hast
ever been made, even in practice.
A ‘possible” at 50 yards is a most
extraordinary achievement. To make
this score it is necessary to stand 15
feet away from the target, the bull’s
F. J. DREHER
eye measuring three and three-tenths
Colorado’s Champion Pistol Shot.
inches in diameter.
Every shot of
When Alfred P. Lane, the youth the ten must hit that bull’s eye or
ful American who won the world’s cut the line which marksi its bound
championship at the Olympic games., ary.
A black ball of such a size,
held in Stockholm recently,
was when put up 150 feet away, appears
shown the record targets! made by to be nothing mare than a speck. A
Mr. Dreher, he said, “ Yes, that is man has to have a pretty good eye
certainly ‘acme score.’
Any man to see the bull’s eye at all, to say
who « an go
t with malice afore nothing of hitting it with a pistol
thought and intentionally and offi- bullet.
.
/
cially break records already hung up
There mu^t be a perfect co-ordi
deserves unstinted praise.
Records nation of at least five definite fac
are broken once in a while by acci tors to achieve such phenomenal re
dent, but there is a vast difference sults in shooting—a clear and steady
between accidental and deliberate ef eye, absolute control of the muscles,
fort.
In this case there does not an adamantine set o f nerves, an
appear to 'have been any accident. excellent pistol and ammunition that
Mr. Dreher kneiw what the record will go straight and true
to the
was and stated that he was goijig mark.
to try to break it.
His
targets
Mr. Dreher has been an athlete
prove that there is no doubt about practically all hiS life.
He is an
his achievement.
Mr. Dreher is to enthusiastic bicyclist and is credit
be congratulated—lie has set marks ed with being one of the
c le v e re r
that sportsmen will strive a long boxers in the state of Colorado.
while to equal.”
Since Mr. Dreher’s records were

go onto Newton hilL
He found «
examination that evidently the Ifo
had been shot at some previous ^
for one of its hind legs was broke®
and this evidence accounted for the
fact that the fox could not get ovw
the fence where Dr. George fouE(j
it.
Dr. George also staid that if t!,e
fox was a tame one that it failed to
show any signs of it, but
»impiy
seemed to be about scared to death
The fox weighed about 10 pounds.

Section. 1 of Chapter 129,- Public
Laws o f 1909, as printed on Page 70
o f the Maine Inland Fisih and Game
Laws, reads:
“ It shall be unlawful for any per
son to sell, offer for sale, use or
have .in his possession, any gun, pis
tol or other firearm, fitted or con
trived with any device for deadening
the sound of explosion.
W hoever
violates any of the provisions of this»
act shall forfeit such firearm
or
firearms and the device o r silencer,
and shall further be subject to a
fine not exceeding $100 or imprison
ment not exceeding 60 days or both
fine and imprisonment.
Any sheriff,
deputy sheriff, constable, inland fisih
and game warden or deputy inland
fish and game warden shall have au
thority to seize any firearm or fireaims and any device or
silencer
found in possession o f any person
in violation of this act, and on con
viction of the party from whom such
firearm or firrearms shaal be sold,
the proceeds to be paid to the state
Before Mr. Bolio could get hold of i
treasurer and the device or silencer
the fox, Dr. George grabbed a large!
shall be destroyed."
P erley Judkins and Ceylon .Neural!
When the above was called to the stone and a w ell directed throw end- j
were
at W eld the past week enjoy
Dr. George then took
attention of the Fish and Game Com ed the fox.
ing the hunting in that vicinity.
the
fox
home
with
him
in
the
autom
o-1
mission it was briefly stated
that
G eorge Ricker and Ben Smith were
the officials had nothing, just now, bile.
among
the lucky hunters the past
Mr. Bolio came to T h e Telegram I
to say on the matter.
That seemed
to indicate to the Journal man that office last night and claimed the fox 1week, each securing a fine deer.
Fred Chase, Frank Collins, George
the same officials would have some was a tame one belonging to a Mr.
R
ick
er a«nd Charles Foster enjoyed a
Ghenette,
who
lives
on
W
infield
thing to say later—both to the two
hunting trip to West Byron last
»hunters mentioned in the
Bangor street and that it had been seen by
several school children around N e w  week.
item and to the Journal.
Olle Paine and Willis Dunham
ton hill. Dr. George, when informed
Bob Cats and Deer
by a Telegram reporter last night each secured a fine deer during their
slay at Dead R iver last week.
An item has been going the rounds that Mr. Bolio claimed the fox was
a
tame
one,
said
he
was
sorry
he
of the papers to the effect that re
was
a
tame
ports were frequent of deer being had killed it if it
one.
killed by bob cats.
The fisih and
Dr. George said he had heard a
game department, being
querried
concerning the report said that very hound driving the fox early in the
few such cases had been reported to morning and later had sieen the fox
the department, though plenty o f in
dications existed that bob cats were
numerous.
The department in 1913 had an ap
propriation of $1500 for bounties for
bob cats. T w o dollars was the boun
ty up to July 1 and $4 for the re
mainder of the year. Of that amount
$852 was expended after Nov. 1, 1913,
because of the fact that hunters de
layed killing the bob oats until the
skins were valuable.
A balance of
$2 was left from the $1500 appropriat
edu
The Legislature added $500 to the
appropriation for 1914, making $2000
available.
U|p to last
Saturday,
$1852 had been paid out, the bounty
being $4 throughout the year.
The
department sees nothing but a lack
of funds to take care of the bob cat
bounty tails for the rest of the year,
as only $148 remain®, the valuable

................................................................ .

¡Cafering to "Up State” Folks

1new CHASE HOUSE
434 Congress St.,

|

P O R T L A N D , M A IN E

Saves Medicine-Money

| Erected in 1911, and positively the only I
Fireproof Hotel in the City
§ Elevator Service. Private and Public •
| Baths and every convenience for the com- I
| fort of Rnests including

Since childhood Miss Nan L.
Connor has found

i

HOT

j

W ATER

AND

=
|

LO NG
PHONE

CO LD

AND

R U N N IN G

LO CAL

D IS T A N C E
IN
EVERY

I

TELEROOM
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I

I SPLENDID RESTA U R A NT CONNECTED
1 FEATURING PO PU LA R PRICE MENUS
| American Plan $2.50 per: day, upward
! Enropea* P I » « t l .o0 p «r dRy, npw^
5 L-tt*r* mt ‘«Quhr rocardtnc r»t..

I

AN D

^
1
I
|
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| H. E. THURSTON. R. F. H w S S E B - * 1
Proprietors.

... .......... ...................... ..................... MIIJ !

“ L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine
a reliable rem edy for many ills. It
does the w ork o f higher-priced
medicines, and saves many dollars.
Burnham, Maine:
“ I remember the ‘ L. F J Atwood’s Med
icine from childhood, ¿ 4 a reliable remedy
for many ills. It is as good for childrens*
for grown folks I know many people who

m e it constantly instead o f more costly

medicines. It gives a gooá
and
^d appetite
ai
helps to tone up the system."
[signed] N an L. Conno*
~ Dig Bottle— 35c—At All Dealers
Liberal Sample—FREE—From Us
‘ L F .” M e d ic in e C o.,

Portland, Me.

MAINE

A BLACK BEAR IS
NIGHT WATCHMAN
His Duty Is Well Performed, But
Some People Look on Him
With Suspicion

WOODS,

PHILLIPS,

M A I N E , N O V E M B E R 19, 1914.

his gun was discharged as he
was
getting into a boat.
It is thought tliat the young man
stumbled over something while re
turning from a hunting trip in the
vicinity of Cranberry I>ake.
His
gun, a 30-30 caliber Savage, explod
ed as) he fell the bullet entering his
neck and tearing a great wound in
it.
A doctor was summoned by his
companions, S. A. Price and George
P. Brown.
The wounded man was
put into Brown’s automobile and with
the doctor in the car they were about to start the 40-mile journey along the rough woods roads to Car
thage when death occurred.

Paul Hu skins, Bangor,
]
Hugene Gannon, Belfast,
1
Mayford Morris, Belfast,
1
Donald Hall, Belfast,
1
W. F. Bennett, Deering Jet., 1
J. A. Falwortshuy, Deering
Jet.,
2 “
J. A .Falwortshuy, Deering
Jftt.,
1 moose
A. L. Bogg, Boston,
1 deer
1 “
Isaac Hodge, Plymouth,
James McKenzie, Boston,
1 “
F. M. Tompkins, New York, 2 “
Batchelder and Snyder,
1 bear
W. Mathesion, Bangor,
1 deer
H. Knowles, Bangor,
1 “
1 “
J. Taylor, Bangor,
F. Ryan, Dexter,
2 “
Charles Clcster, Winn.,
1 “
A. Buck, Buck sport,
1 “
SOME OF T H E
D E E R R E C E I V E D J. Lantes, Old Town,
2 “
A T BANGOR.
Mrs. B. Hackett, New York, 1 “
J. Hackett, New York,
2 “
o <<
The follow ing are among
thosie J Curran, Portland,
D.
Richardson,
Boston,
2 “
who have shipped deer through Ban
Fish and Game Commission, 1 moose
gor recently:
1 deer
H. H. Eaton, Boston,
1 deer Jaanes Bartley, Boston,
F
A.
Crawford,
Bangor,
1 “
Robert Robertson, Boston,
Fred W. Bunker, Bangor,
2 “
George D. Holbrook, Boston,
T. H. WlieeLer, Boston,
1 bear
C. E. May, Boston,
R. Thorndike, East Newport, 2 deer
W .W. Donnelly, Boston,
L. Bussey, East Newport,
2 “
W. W. Donnelly, Fitchburg,
J.
Moore,
Boston,
2 “
Mass,,
1
H. Fen ley, Boston,
2 “
Dr. A. W. Van Piper, Passlaic,
H. J. Barton, Bangor,
1 “
N. J.,
2
J.
C.
Blanchard,
Auburn,
2 “
James W . Colgan, Boston,
2
A. W. Brewster, Rockland,
1 “
H. E. French, Boston,
2
John
H.
Sippel,
Welle
Beach,
1
“
C. L. Chamberlain, Worcester, 2
Mrs. W . A. Smith, East
Edith Wilson, North Vassalboro,
Orrington,
1$ “
A. D. W illiam s, Belle Vernon,
G. Pearson, Corinna,
Pa.,
2 “
E. C. Gose, Belfast,
Mrs, E. E. Hopkins, Bangor, 1 “
C. E. Libby, Clinton,
G. H. Waterhouse, Westbrook, 1 “
C. M. Libby, Clinton,
Harry L. Lowell, Westbrook, 1 moose
C. H. MoBridge, Westbrook,
R W. Hooper, Bangor,
1 deer
C. E. Mason, Bid deford,
Austin Crocker, Boston,
1 “
L. M. Clay, W hite Rock,
IIH. B. Staber, Hackville, Md.,

EDDINGTON, Pa., Nov. 10.— This
;own lias a black bear doing police
TOrk as a night watc-hman.
Eddington does
not know
just
what to think of its force, but some
person^, especially the children, are
¿nthttsiastic over it.
Others regard
Ae force with suspicion, but
all
treat it with the greatest
respect.
It weighs in the neighborhood of 200
•Condi! and has a mighty punch in
either paw.
The bear was sent to D. C. Hanna,
raaager of the Philadelphia Pure Rye
distilling Company, from the Maine
wods as a joke.
But the bear was
jo joke.
Mr. Hanna decided that,
* a pet at his* home, No. 4262
Parksade avenue, a bear would not
:e a hit among hie neighbors.
He
recalled that he was in need of a
:*ht watchman at his plant, so he
allied tl
bear Boss and gave him
;:e job,
Tko distillery covers nearly twenty
¡.res of land, and Bose patrols all
¿at.
At night his
headquarters
& in the company’s offices.
Boss is stix months old and already
s as large as a Newfoundland dog.
3e has an amiable disposition and
¡¿ays with the cats of the distillery,
txit he hast an inherited aversion to
logs.
Rocks, the bulldog at
the
^nt, he chased, and Malt, the Irish
’.errier, he ignores.
J. C. Griffin, Skowhegan,
It was decided yesterday that a ¡Mrs. M. P. Colbath, Bath,
oath would not hurt Bosd.
Indeed, i J. H. Crocker, Bangor,
¡he bath was
deemed imperative. |C\ H .Estey, Corinna .
Capt. Albert Quigley and John Hart, L. E. Burrilk Corinna,
awernnient officers, detailed at the
Mass.,
distillery, and John, Rigbey, the en
Wm. D. Taylor, Boston,
gineer, escorted Bos® to a pond on
F .J. Butler, Boston,
Ae company’s property. Boss wad|Henry Patten, Hudson,
id in one side of the pend and out
j L. S. Haynes, Portland,
the other slide and d'»appeared
in
j T. H. Pratt, Portland,
the underbrush.
Capt. Quigley, Har
j E. E. Clifford, Portland,
ud Rigbey gave pursuit.
F. G. Small, Portland,
It was an hour later that they met
IF. A. Rafi-tay, Portland,
& negro walking along one of the
; W. M. Stowell, Boston.
roads.
He was looking anxiously
: B. W. Rand, Boston,
ner his shoulder and walking as if
■C. E. Davis, Portland,
ina hurry.
M. Shea, Boston,
"Aih you looking of a dog,
all
( Chas. H. Corliss, Boston,
Oighty big dog?” asked the negro.
E. E. Hose, Boston,
"We are Looking for a bear,” re
B. Selby, Banger,
amed the rescue party.
F. Marchi, Brewer,
"Ma goodness! Dat was him! Dat
J. Tarbier, W . Benton,
was him!” .exclaimed the negro, and
1George Edmund, WaterviLLe,
he hurried along without further ex
, E. Beane, Watervdlle,
planation.
1
I Chas. Luden, Portland,
Boss was found a mile further on.
Mr. Galpin, New York,
He had located the Delaware River
N. Hess, Boston,
ud was having a awim.
Rigbey
E. Swett, Boston,
called him and the bear came ashore.
E. Swett, Appanary, R. I.,
He climbed a tree and there he stay
Paul C. Becker, Bridgeport,
ed until he was dry.
Conn.,
It was different with the track in
Fred’k. Schwartz, Fairfield.
spector cn the New York division. He
Conn.,
saw the bear yesterday, stopped his
Jam ©ft Spearin, Bangor,
train and had it backed up to get
bear
P. J. McAuley, Bangor,
a second look.
Then he
climbed
deer
James McCursel, Bangor,
oat of his observation car and made
F. J. Avoy, Bangor,
Boss’s acquaintance.
Both deemed
S. W . Brackett, Bangor,
to be pleased at the meeting.
Ralph Hunt, Herman Ctr.,
Rigbey is the man to whom Boss
P R. Glass, Boston,
*ows the most respect. Rigbey is
bear
Batchelder '& Snyder, Boston,
not afraid of a bear, but, Bosd did
deer
L. L. Powell, Saco,
not know that at first. Boss nipped
1 moose
L. L. Powelli, Saco,
Rigbey on the hand.
He may have
2 deer
R. A. Smith, Bangor,
been joking in a bearish way, but
J. W . Hollis, W est Seboeis, 2 “
Rigbey did not appreciate the humor.
1 “
Ross Linscott, Bangor,
He slapped the bear on the tip of
1 “
Clarence Nutting, Orono,
the nose, and if there is
anything
2 “
George Bowden, Bangor,
Yhich disgusts a bear and takes! the
1 “
L. L. Powell, Saco,
lighting ambition out of him it is
John Clayton, Lincoln,
1 moose
.'Wt this.
1 ”
H. McGocdwin, Lincoln,
The bear eats, just like a police1 bear
L. S. Elliott, Boston,
a&n. He is not particular wlvat he
1 deer
N. F. Speed, Bangor,
and stays at irt for hours.
1 ”
O. P. Bourne, Portland,
2 **
Floyd Mosher, Boston,
gun a c c i d e n t a l l y
d is c h a r g 
1 “
Dr. R. J. Barrett, Boston,
ed A N D M O H A W K
HUNTER
Dr. R. J. Barrett. Morristown,
K ILL E D .
N. J.,
L. Van Caasheer, Morristown,
N. J.,
Mohawk, Nov. 8.— Shot through the
®6Ck w ith a soft-nosed 30-30 'bullet, L. Van Gaairfbeer, Boston,
Ellis Shimmel, 19 years old, son of A. L. Simmons, Bangor,
Hr. and Mrs. Bay ton Shimmel
of L. E. Cove 11, Boston,
Hat village, d’ed at Cranberry Lake T. N. Erismam, Philadelphia,
k the Adirondack» a t 9.30
o ’clock E. Heberle, Philadelphia,
t<Hlig!ht.
J. P. Kennedy, Vasisalboro,
This is the third fatality o f the M. L . Huston, W aterville,
-outing season in the
Adirondack». W arren Littlefield, Kennebunkp o r t,
1
None of the men killed ha® been the
hetkn, of a hunter who thought he Stanley Tli urkeel, Ken nebun kp o r t,
2
was a deer.
Donald Curran
was
found dead near Limekiln and is George Goodwin, Kennebunkport,
2
thought to have been murdered. John
lawless w a s killed at Malone when B. F. Warren, Kennebunkport, 2
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A re

you keepini‘g

your

open for the fall business?

Cam ps
If so

Let The Hunters Know It

by advertising in the columns of

THE MAINE WOODS
O n e of the best publicity mediums

for

camp owners in the

country.

M OOSE.

Chief Warden Frank M. Perkins
has returned from Trenton,
where the story resolved itsielf into this: G U E S T S FROM R U M F O R D D A N C E ,
E A T AND HAVE
A GOOD
Clarence Pierie of that town was Postmaster Nealley and Harvard C.
TIM E.
found guilty of violating the game Jordan were driving to their camp at
laws by shooting a cow moose. Pierie Green Lake, carrying a window sash
Last Sunday, Eddie Durramt o f Air
assorted that the occurrence was a which stood back of the dasher. A
mistake on his, part, but of mistakes doer jumped and snorted closle to bany visited at Hotel Farrar.
The trapper® have had very good
tli e state game laws take no account them, the horse jumped, and Mr. Nea
when game is unlawfully shot by any ly put his feet through the window luck this fall, and have gathered in
hunter.
Pierie paid the fine im  glass.
So the story grew. Just what a large amount of fur.
Mrs. Dyke, who has been at the
posed and wàs releasied.
Mr. Jordan did is not clear, but any
‘‘A ll violations of the game laws in way, two or three days later he dro^ » lakes! during the summer months, has
returned to Hanover for the winter.
Hancock county coming
to
the into town with a buck deer.
The lucky hunters for the past
knowledge of the officials will be
week were, Ralph Knights, Arthur
prosecuted,” stated Chief
Warde
DOG SAVES A L I F E
Cobb, Arthur Abbott and
Ralph.
Perkins Saturday afternoon
Richardson, the latter bringing in
A party of Maine huntersi, W are
Another man owes his life to a
two.
Surely “ B ill” is) a mighty
Cobb and Pearson Keller of Lincolndog’s sagacity.
The Portland Press
hunter.
,
ville; Harry Buchanan and Jennie
records the story, although not givim
One evening last week twenty-five
French of Camden, were in Bangor
the man's! name.
The man, while o
of the business men of Rumford came
Saturday, cn their way to Wytopithis way from the city in his motorto Indian Rock Camp for a game
lock on a hunting trip.
boat to Great Chebeague island,
supper.
Bear meat, venison,
par
Sixty-eight deer were received in
fouled a buoy and the boat sank. He
tridge, and coon were a few of the
Bangor, Friday night, and Saturday a
managed to free the tender and being
choice eatables on the bill of fare.
fair day’is receipts.' Tw o moose and
without oars, drifted onto a ledge
“ Bill’’ Holt, with a white coat on
one bear also arrived bringing the
off Fort Gorges, where lie was help
and hair standing up straight
was
total of 896 deer, 19 moose and 55
less.
The dog now enters the scene
everywhere present and made every
beaTS.
for one, a fine watch dog owned by
one feel at home.
Chief Warden F. Ray Neal
of
Charles Rust, custodian o f the fort,
Monday evening of this week six
W aldo returned to hisl home Satur
became very excited about 9 a. m.,
day afternoon for the week-end.
ty-four people from Rumford came to
and led his master to the door, but
Hanover to spend the evening and en
Rust seeing an d (hearing nothing went
joy
a good old fashioned dance in
S T R A N G E G R E E N L A K E D O IN G S to bed.
About 11 o’clock however,
the hall.
They came early and at
the dog again began barking and tore
7 o ’clock, Mr. Chase of Hanover Inn,
Th e first story was to the effect the bedclothes from the bed, so that had a fine supper ready, to
which
that when Postmaster Nealley saw Rust arose, took his lantern and wer.t they did ample justice.
his first deer in the woods he became out, soon faroellng the unknown, whom j Mr. Hawks of New
Gloucester,
so excited that he jumped through he took to the fort and cared for.
with W. C. Holt as guide, secured a
a camp window, sash and all, says
large deer last Saturday.
BAD A U TO M O B IL E A C C ID E N T
the Ellsworth American.
Run down

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.
Opposite State House, Boston, Maas.

Offers room with hot and
cold water for $1.00 per day
and up, which includes free
use of public shower baths.
Nothing

to

Equal

This in New England

Rooms with private baths
for $1.50 per day and up;
suites of two rooms and bath
for $4.00 per day and up.

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
Send fo r Booklet

STORBR F. CRAFTS

G «.

M*n*ger

M AN
Claude H. J .' Knapp of the Bound E A G L E N E S T H IG H AS A
ary Dine was veay severely injured
Some Years ago Willard Cunninglast
week
in am
automobile
accident some nine miles
below ham, the Seal Harbor and Northeast
Woodstock, N. B.
Mr. Knapp and Harbor stage driver, on Mount Des
George H. Churchill of Fort Fairfield ert Island, was1able to report a large
were driving along together, over a number Of eagles soaring over one of
very wet and slippery piece of road, the big meadows on his route.
For
when somehow the automobile over the past four or five years eagles
turned twice.
It is indeed a miracle have not been noticed, but they seem
Not
that both the occupants were not to be back again this1 season.
killed.
Mr. Churchill was. consider long since two ladies discovered a
ably cut about the hip, the leg and large nest on Newport mountain and
the eyebrow, hut not seriously in t ie nest .has been visited by a good
The ladies
jured.
Mr. Knapp had three ribs many people since then.
and his breast bone broken, besides daringly went close up to the nest
other jams) and bruise®.
Very ser and the bird that appeared to be the
ious internal injuries were at first mother did not make much of a fuss.
feared, but he seems to be
do inf It is a risky thing to do thisf, hownicely now at the hospital in Wocd- ev **, as eagles disturbed at times
sttock. The automobile was the same have viciously attacked farm .hands
one iu which. Daniel Mullen,
Mr. and vigorous men have had all they
Knapp’s partner, was riding
some could do to protect themselves; from
The nest on
weeks ago wihen he drove over the very serious injury.
bank of the St. John river near the Newport mountain is as high as a
bridge at Andover.
It is fortunate man, thick enough to hide a person
indeed that this) accident was
not standing behind it, and built up of
sticks.
worse than it proved.

MAINE

W O OD S ,

PHILLIPS,

MAI NAI N O V E M B E R 19, 1914.

A goodly number of young people Elmon Berry, ably assisted by Harenjoyed a straw ride to attend thie j rison Moores.
W e are glad to welcome Mrs. Mary
box supper held at the W h ite schoolhouse, Friday evening.
A fte r a Reed and hope she will conclude to
fine program the boxes were
siold locate here permanently.
and a jo lly time they had. The pro
Lake Parlili House and Gamps
ceed» w ill be used to purchase a new
WEST FKEEMAN
The “ Boys” Now Apply Remedies desk and for other school purposes.
A re delightfully situated on shore of Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec toR angeley
Julie and Agues' Hinds and friend®
After Their Night of Fun.
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo
Nov. 16.
were in town Saturday en route for
biles. being a distance of 122 miles each way.
W e have been spending a week at
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
Kennebago,
where
they
will
spend
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly
our cottage and note some changes
fishing the whole season The house and
Rangeley, Nov. 17.—-The steam mill two weeks hunting.
camps are new and have all modern conven
and improvements in the place here
iences. such as baths, gas lights, open rock
Friends of Mr. John Lamb
are
has suspended operations for the
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
since our previous' visit.
On our
sorry
to
hear
that
he
is
in
poor
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun winter after a busy season.
way the most noticeable thing is the
tain climbing automobiling. etc.
Mrs. Fred Ross and daughter Olive (¡healthwonderful piece of road building be
A t the Grange ^Saturday might, the
Jackman,
Maine
H.
P.
Me
KENNEY,
Proprietor,
of
Phillips are at tine borne of Dr.
Write for booklet.
tween Farmington and Strong. When
3rd and 4th degrees' were conferred.
A. M. Ross.
finished it will he a regular bouleIt is understood that Mrs. Rose At the close of the work a delilcioi* vard, the whole 12 miles, broad and
supper
was
served.
Adams has iurrl ared the M. Chand
smooth almost as' a 'house floor.
Mrs. F. C. Porter and Leon Rob
ler Ross bouse on P ’ cesant street.
Maine is booming herself well in the
bins
are
reported
on.
the
stick
list.
If so, write me the number of persons in your party,
Mr. and Mrs. A rlle Piilsfoury are
process of road construction.
Much enthusiasm is being shown
how long you wish to stay in camp, and let me tell you receiving congratulations on the birth
Our Thimble club is just as earn
over
the prospect of a chicken shoot
of a daughter, Saturday, November
est and enthusiastic as ever.
^
which
will
be
held
on.
the
knolil
back
14, and Mr. and Mrs. W allace Haman.
“
bee”
was
held
on
Thursday,
Nov.
1
2
,
a daughter, Monday, November
9. of the Tavern Tuesday, Nov. 24. The the men assembling early to shingle
of your trip at Chase Pond Camps as I shall make cut
ladies
are
also
invited
to
shoot
for
Mrs. Ida Morton is caring for Mrs.
rates to all during October and November. I will also
the prizes.
Th e management have a portion of tbe club house roof and
Hamm and little one.
build on a much needed wood Shed,
send you names of parties who have hunted here that
Mrs. E. L. Haley is reported aal about 50 fine birds and a good hit of while the women met to prepare them
you may refer to in regard to hunting, camps, etc.
clean
sport
is
pro
misled.
Daven
seriously ill.
one of their justly famous dinners.
Wm. Tomlinson and C. C. Murphy port and Robbins are in charge.
Guy Chadbourne, Prop., Bingham, Maine
Incidentally we heard W ill Carson
Dr.
F.
B.
Colby
and
Mis®
W
inifred
attended the Laymen’s
Efficiency
speak in high praise of the dinner.
Hinkley
returned
home
Monday
night
Conference as delegates of the M en’s
T h e G a rr y P o n d G am ps
from Rochester, Minnesota,
whiere He expressed bis appreciation in tan
League.
gible form by purchasing three quarts
Furnished camps and furnished cook places will
Miss
Hinkiley
consulted
specialists
be opened for the hunters October first. Most
M m Leo. Taylor called on friend.si
all heavy supplies will be for sale at the Camps,
regarding her throat, who advised of fresh roasted peanuts of I. p.
R A N G E LE Y, M A IN E
Fine hunting country for deer and birds, some in town Monday.
Savage as a treat for the ladies.
moose and bears. Write for information to
Omer Ellis ^ s p e n d in g a few days* having the tonsils removed, also a W e had a good opportunity to notice
H E N R Y J. L A N E ,
courste
of
treatment.
They
arrived
at bis home in Ohiesterville, before
! Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.
night,
Miss the fine effect o f the new coat
leaving for Massachusetts, where he in Lewiston Sunday
Hinkley
being
the
guest
of
her
aunt paint the ladies have applied to their
will have employment this winter.
cemetery fence, black tipped with
F I S H I N G
OTTER POND CAMPS
Ray Hamden is again able to per Mrs. E. M. Berry and Dr. Colby white, very artistically dene.
AT
Sue
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
visiting
relatives.
form his duties as janitor at
the
ing and hunting. Send for circular.
work done by the club who work to
A
party
of
“
The
Boyis»”
started
out
GEORGE H. M cK E N N E Y, Prop.,
schoolhouse after a week’s! illness.
gether in perfect harmony should be
Caratunk, Me.
a t S p r in g L a k e
His place was supplied by C.
L. for a hit of good natured fun rec
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
appreciated by the whole community
ently.
They
being
of
a
musical
Hamden.
•re most charmingly situated on the shores of
as it is an ornament to the town.
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
turn
of
mind
their
efforts
centered
Mrs. Tom Barrett has been in Pertpurest of spring water and the table is first-class, TRAPPING SEASON SOON BE HERE
The
club sadly miss'es Mrs. Car sen, a
eh.
efly
on
the
construction
of
“
Tic
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
the
If yov want to know what is what in the Hunt land the past week called by
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
very helpful and much loved mem
Tacs”
and
“
Devils
Fiddles.”
A
fter
ing
and
Trapping
line
subscribe
for
the
Trapper.
unkrown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
death of her father, Francis Hayes.
ber whose passing is a great less as
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring It is a $1.00 publication but if you act quick only
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Haley and fam a lively chaste by several offended
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout. 60 cents. Every issue is crammed full of valuable
parties,
the
bunch
repaired
to
their
^ :e was a^ways interested in the ,welBuckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family information on Hunting, Trapping, Fishing. Taxi
at
summer resort. Telephone communications with dermy. eto.. that could not be obtained elsewhere ily left Monday for their camp
fare of the club and the good works
homes
to
apply
various
remedies
to
tillage and doctor. References furnished. Terms at any price. Subscribe Now and Keep Posted. Spotted Mountain, where
they w ill
S. C. Wellman, publisher. Dept. M „ Huntington.
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
their sundry bumps and
bruises, for which it stoed in the community.
W. Va.
remain for the winter.
JOHN CA R V ILLE , Flagstaff. Me.
while
one
young
man
searched
vain A sal© of useful articles is to be held
Phil Huntoon has moved his fam
soon and Mrs. Carson
left three
ily frem W. T. H car’s to the J. H. ly for 24 hours for an effective eye
RANGBLE1 TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE
rugs, her own bands’ . work for the
Blakeslee Lake Camps
epener
for
his
left
eyd.
Do
you
Lowell place.
On Rangeley Lake.
sale, a pathetic memorial of her inJOSEPH H. W H ITE, Proprietor
Mrs. Annie Burns, who has been at know him?
Thoroughly modern. On direct autom^ribile
A famous resort for anglers and hun route. Tavern all year. Lake View Hduse
One
day
recently
a
citizen
returnj
terest
tbe last. ,
Grant’s Campa the past season
is
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and luly 1 to Oct.
ed
a
hired
gun
to
the
store
and
as
Sunday
we attended church, th6
Best
fishing
and
hunting.
Booklets.
now working at the Tavern.
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st,
N. H. E L L IS & SON, Props.,
was customary the clerk .in charge
’ ( es being con dm ted by. Rev.
Skinner, Me. Summer address. Eustis,
Fred
Hamm
has
just,
completed
a
Raugeiey, Maine.
Maine.
Sunday
building on his premises to be used tested it to see if it was loaded. Fail- AIitdieil 1 1rue of Strong.
ing to find any ammunition the gun sc'*100* meets at the close of the 9»
as a garage next summer.
Mr, and Mrs. Osman W right and was placed on the counter and feed- j v^ce» Baxter Hutchins superintendent
M E S T
E N D
also teaches the adult class for
On Cusuptic Lake—Fishing unexcelled little daughter are at Farmington for ing positive that the gun was not
— Best o f hunting—Special rates for
loaded idly pulled the trigger.
To
study.
H O T E L
the
winter,
where
Mr.
W
right
has
June. September, October and Novemtheir great surpriste the gun was disTlie ^ovejoy cottage is closed and
employment.
H. M. C A S T N E R , Prop’r. ' ber—W rite for Booklet.
Th e force was spent in a we understand the property is off»
.
Weston U. Toothaker, Proprietor,
Lucille, younger daughter of Mr. charged.
box
of
shot
and no further damages ;et* *or sa^€It is a pleasant locaiPortland,
M aine
Pleasant Island,
Maine. and Mrs1. Frank Huntoon met with a
ion and will make a cozy home for
done,
not
even
to
the
side
wall.
painful accident recently.
W hile
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
some one.
Riddle & Hoar announce a special
making candy, as she was putting it
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports RANGELEY l a k e s
W rite
Ehland Webster still continues his
to cool some of the hot
mixture Thanksgiving matinee Thursday, Nov. .
men. All farm, dairy products, pork for fr(£ circuiar.
CAPT. F. C. B A RK ER . Bemis. Maine.
was spilled onher left hand
and 2«, at 2.15 p. m „ ottering t t e special I
®» M* » '» < * . '* « »
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables, -------------------------------------------------- wrist burning it quite badly.
Dr. A. two reel feature, “ T,he D ivertl.e SOld
Ul* moBt of h“ stock ml
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
»»acinisett.
V IA RUMFORO f a l l s
M. Restewas called to
dress the t'eenes of which are laM about M a g -' W° are told wlU go to
the spring where he . may
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing iri Maine. Fly Wo u n d s and it isi horded n n rmr-mo
American plan. Send for circular.
ara
Falls,
Six
big
reels
will
he
fuming begins about June 1. Send for circular. w o u n a s ana «
^ hoped no permaif he finds things to 1 is liking. We
House always open. JOHN CH AD W ICK & CO., nent injury
will result from the presented,
Furbish hall.
Usual
Upper Dam, Maine.
! shall he snrryH f we have, to lose
prices.
BELG RAD E LAKES. M AINE.
accident.
them as they are excellent neighbors
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
Miste Mildred Bangs of
Portland
England. Best black bass fishing; in the world,
The Lambert cottage has received i
DEAD RIVER REGION
beat tropt fishing in Maine.
has been the guest of Mrs.
Alva.li
CHAS. N. H IL L & SON. Managers.
new coat o f paint and looks very
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every Sprague the past week.
MADRID
nice and homey.
W e were glad to
particular. Maine’s idea) family vaca
Mrs. C. C. Murphy arrived home
j meet Mrs. Lambert again.
tion
resort.
Good
fishing
and
hunting
O IJA N A N IC H E LODGE.
Thursday
from
the
Sunday
School
Grand Lake Stream, Wasliintrton Co.. Me. section
Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F. Convention at Banger.
Sorry to learn that Mrs.
Bert
World wide known for its famous fishing:,
She
was
Nov. 16.
vacation and hunting country.
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
I
Lake
is
suffering
from
a
trouble
also
the
guest
of
friends
for
several
N orw ay Pines Hou»e anil Camps. Dobftis Lake j
Mrs. Mortimer Blaire, who for the
Most attractive situation in Maine. Good
T h e little son Base!
days.
Della Wilbur kept house past three winters -with her husband some stomach.
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for j
1
is
in
much
better
health than for
machines. From there one can take steamer to I
for her during her absence.
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
has been in camp at Bearce’s Mill
any part of the laxe territory. The best h u n t!
AN D LOG CAMPS.
merly.
Bert is hustling same' as
Wallace
Carlton
is
now
occupying
<^ncl ^ catio n section of beautiful
Heart of the Rangeleys. Best fishing region.
is very ill.
A letter from Mr. Blaire
ever.
" asliingtcmCo. Address for particulars W. G. Special June and September rates. Booklet.
the lower rent of the Stanhury house says' she can live but a short time.
ROSE Manager. Princeton, Me.. Dec. 1st to
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
W e were told that Geo.
Willard
and has recently pureleased a piano
Arthur Chick of Monmouth, was in
was cutting cord woed instead of
of Dr. A. M. Ross.
ti wn Saturday on business.
lumber this winter.
Folks
must
Mrs. W ealthy Loomis was called to
T iie fall term of schools» closed
have fires if they
cannot build
Farmington last week by the illness Friday, the 13th.
The winter terms
houses'.
of her son Warren.
begin November 30.
Mr. and Mrs. 4 Anderson attended
Marguerite Twombly has returned
Howard Brown lias moved to the
home from Auburn, where she has farm form erly occupied by Mr. Os the wedding reception on Saturday
evening, November 14 o f Mr. and
been attending school.
borne. .
Mrs. Ed Chick nee Miss
Webber.
Dan Huff is moving into Archie
Rolla Toothaker has purchased tlie
They reported a large number pres
Fre'd Ranger farm, located at Bean’s Lufkin’s house in the1
* village.
ent, many pretty and useful gifts and
Corner.
Mr. Toothfike..' and family
The Sunday stehool will meet every
a very pleasant evening.
leave Tuesday for their new home. Sunday at 2 p. m., in their new !
Miss' Carrie Hunter who is living oc
Their many friends' wish them the quarters, Citizens’ hall.
E verybody1.,
„
I the fa r»! on Tory Hill will, we unwelcome.
best of success in tiheir new home.
derstand, soon move back to
h#
Keith, the youngest son of Mr. and
Annie M. Weymouth
entertained
house in Strong village.
Mrs!. C. C. Murphy had a cyst re the “ Christmas Present Club”
last
I. P. Savage learns that his cousin,
moved from his arm Thursday. The week, Wednesday.
Members' pres
J. H. Ramsdell, who lately exchanged
little fellow is doing nicely. The op ent, Mrs. H. M. Smith, Mrs.
Ray
Look around and see i f you haven’t some F ire A rm s, eration was performed by Dr. A. M.
property with Geo. W ebster w’ill go
Smith., Mrs. Charles Moore, Mrs. A.
into the woods this winter,
while
Boats, A Dog, A n Autom obile, A Cam era, T en t, H a m  Ross, asteisfed by Miss Clare Pearse, C Moore, Mrs. W. W. Douglasts, Mrs. Mrs. Ramsdell will spend the winter
a trained nure, who has been at Dr. Dan’l. Huff, Mrs. Melissa
Morrill,
in Leiwisiton.
Ressi’ private hospital, the past few Miss Esther Bryant.
Visitors, Mrs.
mock or som ething else you don’t want.
W e had quite a heavy and much
week®.
Kdw'n Berry, Mrs. Archie
Lufkin.
needed rain storm Sunday night and
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. FurbisJh m’oved Refreshments were served.
a part of Monday.
Wells and
The Grange hall in the village is'
into their new Lome Saturday, which
streams are very lo w and m ore Vain
This
work
is
they have recently built on the site to he enlarged.
still is1 needed before winter sets inof the\r former home. The house is under the direction of the Trustees,
The mountains already have white
Chos.
E.
Moore,
Carroll
Plummer
and
very attractive and adds maiob to the
caps on and Saturday last, sleighs
W e have sold things fo r others, and w e can do the ippearance of the street.
in Kingfield slipped along very nkeMis's Ethel Thomas, who has been
same fo r you. Rates one cent a w ord in advance.
Aches and Pains of rheumaitsm are ly.
amployed at the Tavern the past sea not permanently, hut only temporar
I. P. Savage is' doing quite an
son left Monday for Lewiston.
Address, Classified D epartm ent,
ily, relieved by external
remedies. amount of repairing cn his buildings
The
intermediate
and
primary Why pot use, an internal remedy
here, where lie comes once In two
schools will hold exercises
appro Hood s Sarsaparilla, which corrects
weeks with hulled corn and fre*
M A IN E ¡W O O D S,
priate to Thanksgiving Wednesday p. the acidity of the blood on which
roasted peanuts.
W e heard sow«
m., Nov. 25 In the intermediate room. rheumatism depends and cures the one say, hiring a wagon load of P**8'
Phillips, Maine
All parents and friends are invited.
disease?
nuts next time.

Where To Go In Maine

Are You Going Hunting?
THE

EXACT COST

YORK CAM PS,
J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.

John (Sarville's Gamps

PLEASANT ISLAND CAM PS

BIG RESULTS
from sm all ads.

What have you for Sale or Exchange?

Someone else is sure to want it

THE FURBISHS IN
THEIR NEW HOME

MAINE

WOODS,

PHILLIPS,

MAI N E, N O V E M B E R 19, 1914.

JOINEDIN
HOLY WEDLOCK

Th e pony show which was given in
Rev. Weston P. Holman furnished
Mc Leary's hall last Friday evening an excellent sermon to a large aud
His
was much appreciated by all, espec ience last Sunday morning.
ially the children.
theme was “ The Throne Above The
Nellie W itherell is home from Far Clouds1.”
At the close of the ser
Catarrh is as much a blood disease
mington for a few days, where she mon the lad es’ quartette
sang a
as scrofula or rheumatism. I t may
|ha« been working.
She wilil return very pretty selection which was much,
be relieved, but it cannot be removed
Lot of Game Shipped Over the Monday afternoon.
enjoyed by all.
by simply local treatment. It causes
Harold Welch was a recent guest
Several in town are suffering with
| headache and dizziness, impairs the
Railroad Last Monday.
taste, smell and hearing, affects the
bad colds*.
cf friends in Portland.
voice, deranges the digestion, and
Rev. T. B. Bi.tler had charge of the
Mrs. F. E. Howard visited her son,
breaks down the general health. It
i
services
at
the
.
Congregationalist
Charles'
in
Phillips
recently.
Strong» November IS.— Mrs1. C. W.
weakens the delicate lung tissues and
Miss Hattie Smith was in FarBell and daughter Sara are in Port church assisted by W. G. Mallett of
leads to consumption.
Farmington, who talked on the Ex |mington Saturday on business.
land for a few days on business.
H ood’s Sarsaparilla goes to the
tension of Church Work, followed by
Mrs. Hervey Vining, who was re
seat o f the trouble, purifies the blood,
The many friends of Mrs. W. A.
and is so successful that it is known
G. H. Bass of W ilton who gave some cently operated on by Dr. Belli in his
Bradford will be glad to know she is*
as the best remedy fo r catarrh.
very good ideas on Sunday
school hospital is gaining rapidly.
gaming nicely from her recent sur
H ood’s Sarsaparilla strengthens
work, after which Rev. R. H. Oliapp
The Queen Esthers' will meet this
and tones the whole system. It builds
gical operation.
Brackley.
I of Farmington spoke very interesting Thursday with Mrs. Earl
up. Ask your druggist fo r H ood’s,
Rev. Weston P. Holman, pastor of ly on the world wide Christianity. Ex- |They are preparing for their church
and insist on having it. There is no
the Methodist church of Strong and ! cellent music was* furnished by the fair which is to take place in the
real substitute.
jjisg Ada M. Curtis o f Heeds were I choir including a duet by Mrs. F. L. near future.
married in Portland Tuesday by Rev. I Dyer and Miss Dorothy McKeen.
Miss Gladys Hines1 spent the week
George Edwin Pickard D. D., of the
A very pretty home wedding took end iin town.
Principal Vincent Pottle was in
Chasteut Street church, the ceremony place at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
talcing place at the home of the W. S. Smith’s last Saturday night, Farmington Saturday.
clergyman on State street. Mr. H ol when their only child,
Carroll Rounds and friends of Far
A lice
F.
The Taylors to Reside In Farmingman has been pastor o f the church Smith was» united in marriage to mington spent Sunday in town, the
here far five years.
His
many George Harrison Beal of Avon, Rev. guests of his' parents, Mr. and Mrs.
tou This Winter.
friends in town and vicinity extend W. P. Holman was the
officiating John Rounds.
Hazel Douglass of Eustis is1visiting
congratulations and wish them many clergyman. These young people have
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Taylor of
years of happiness and prosperity.
the best wishes of their many friends h er sister, Mrs. Allie Richards.
K l verna Marwick of Farmington
West Carry Lake Camps, their four
visited her mother a few days re
children am1 Mrs-. Taylor’s mother,
cently.
Mrs. E. A. Masicn, arrived in Far
Floyd Smith visited his
brother.
Especially Does the Day Upon Which mington recently and are living in
Charles and family of Phillips one
the Nation Gives Thanks for the the furnished house of Mrs. Florence
day recently.
Many Mercies Extended Stand as a L. Pottle, South street, where they
will pass the winter.
Their home
Quite a crowd gathered
at the
Revelation of Domestic Happiness.
station Monday to see the
game
is eight miles1beyond Dead River and
As I am obliged to vacate my stbre Dec. 1, everything must
which came on the train from Dead
HERE is ample cause for the spir the road is passable only for buckbe sold regardless o f cost.
River en route for Boston.
It in -!
it of Thanksgiving day in the boards and pretty rough at that.
eluded two bear, one lynk and sever
Shoes at about one-half value.
place which the home holds in Therefore is was not thought prudent
American life.
it is enough to to take the twin boys that came to
Ladies’ Shoes worth $2.00
$1.19 al deer.
make any people grateful to be able Mr. and Mrs'. Taylor two months ago
P.
W.
Mason
was1
in
Portland
“
“
“
3.50
239
to depend upon such domestic health, on such a jolty journey; accordingly
several days last week on business.
“ i
“
“
1.50 and 1.25
.97
J. E. Winslow is delivering his peace and happiness as prevail in the Mr. Taylor with great devotion to
United States.
his children’s comfort brought them
Farmington.
Thanksgiving day brings uncounted
Children’ s shoes worth .25c
.14 apples to parties in
Dead
This is a busy time for black family reunions. It means the return in a basket on his arm to
Boys’ and Girls’ shoes $1.25 $1.50
.97 smiths. Over 30 horses were shod in
to old homes of those who have gone R iver and thence came to Farming1Lot Ladies’ W hite Tennis
. 39 True Luce’s shop Monday.
far away. It reunites circles long ton by auto, while the ladies made
Wool Dress Goods .50c and .75c
.35
Fred Daggett is having his housle broken. It exalts the family idea, the trip from Dead River to Far
the foundation on which human so mington by rail, all reaching thisi
White Goods worth .15c and .18c
.10 wired for electricity.
village in good condition.
Mr. Tay
Gilbert Hawley cf New Vineyard ciety rests.
And every year the holiday of the lor ,1ms returned to West Carry Lake,
A few Fur Pieces at one-half price, E V E R Y T H IN G includ- was in town Sunday.
hearth, the day dedicated, informally
ing store fixtures must be sold.
Mrs. Arthur Savage of Farming- : but not the less certainly, to the where he lias for a number of years
ton is in town, visiting her husband, home principle, finds the number of I been the successful proprietor of the
The season there is
w lo is here working on the electric happy households in America larger ¡camps' there.
line.
than ever before. Every November net yet ended, as sportsmen and
Rev. W. P. Holman was called to the picture of home gatherings, in ot! ers will desire entertainment for
Rev. and
Freeman Monday afternoon to attend gratitude and peace, is painted on a e' oral weeks to come.
Mrs. Masicn, the parents of Mrs.
the fuaera 1 services of Jerry
Bur scale more vast and impressive.
The most extreme pessimist knows i’fy k r , ere well known in Farmingbank.
in his heart that this is true. It is
The latter will remain awhile
The Ladies’ Aid met Wednesday impossible to reflect upon the progress ten.
Store Open M onday,3W ednesday"and S atu rday E ven in gs afternoon with Mrs. Hannah E. Gil of the country and the gains made ■ .1 old a-qi aintances here will be
rd t ) se" her aga n.
Mr. Taylor
man.
A very pleasant session was by the people, of the United States,
despite all drawbacks and mishaps, ■.vi!! pars rs much cf his: time here
held.
1'is business will permit. Mr. and
Rev. T. B. Bitier will exchange pul without realizing that in the broadest
two
daughters,
pits with Rev. Colby of Scarbono, sense the life of the nation is health M~r. Taylcr la ve
ier, sounder, safer and happier than aged 10 ard 12 years’, who came with
who supplied, here for Mr. Bitler two
ever.
them, as did Miss Katherine Mason,
Sundays this summer.
And the old-fashioned cornerstone
Charles Oliver of Kingfield was a on which this national health and san a sister of Mrs. Taylor.
caller in town recently.
ity of mind and spirit rests is the
George Hartwell cf Farmington is family. It takes Thanksgiving to bring
visiting his sister, Mrs1.
William into due prominence the enduring
foundation of the wonderfully complex
Hunter and other friends iiT town.
and elaborate structure of American
life.
When the millions of widened family
WE SHOULD BE THANKFUL,
circles are formed today, around well
BECAUSE—
laden tables, the position of the Ameri Wonderful Dam Near Sanders, 75
can life is patent to every thought
Feel Long.
ful citizen of this republic. It is al
URKEYS are not extinct.
ways clear enough to keen-eyed
strangers visiting the foremost coun
The upper reaches of the Sandy
A L F a dollar will buy a ta*
try
of
the
New
World.
River
are becoming very well stock
ble d’hote dinner.
While the great holiday of the home 'd with beaver.
They have been
^ P P I . E pie is not all made In
stahds whore it has always stood, busy at work for a year or two irf
factories.
where it stands today, as a revelation that section.
of domestic happiness and family loy
UTS and raisins can be eaten
Very ne.ar Sanders on the line of
alty, there will be nothing vitally
even when you haven’t
,i e Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes
amiss
with
the
American
nation.
The
room for anything else.
spirit of Thanksgiving day is a moral railroad L e y new Lave a dam 75 feet
NFVES and forks still have
tonic and a guarantee of civic health. 1- Lg and F r e e high, which is very
work to do.
dear the
railroad.
There
is a
W E E T potatoes haven’t gone
Th e Best Thanksgiving.
lrge colony of them there as their
out of fashion.
There is one blessing which is never vv rk testifies.
taken away from those who want it.
T. e presence of the workmen on
fg S R A P E juice has the approval
It is worthier of our thanksgiving than ti e railroad and the lumbermen near
of the department of state.
all other blessings combined.
And
em does not seem to disturb them
the more w,e give thanks for it, the
BJlCE cream is sometimes made
n the least a id they keep
right
more
we
shall
see
in
it
to
give
thanks
of cream.
mey
i
n
their
job
each
night.
These
for.
This blessing is God himself.
ERY little turkey will be left
Have we learned the Joy of thanking w rkn en are working not more than
to make hash of.
God for himself? Have we practiced •vvo rods fropt the heaver works.
this form of thanksgiving daily? To
Superintendent F. N. Beal secured
NDTOESTION comes after
pour out our thanksgiving to God for s 'me interesting samples o ff their
dinner--not before.
what he is has a remarkable result. wi rit and sent them, in to the pas
A
It means that in the very act of such
EW sweet cider is In season.
senger department of
the
Maine
thanksgiving we receive more of him
Central railroad.
Cme was a piece
to be thankful for. It is as though,
ORGONZOLA cheese Is not
inches
when we thanked a friend for a gen 1 hard Wocd six or seven
compulsory.
erous gift of money, with every word through, cut nearly in two, and as
of our thanks that friend poured more even as a knife would cut it. They
money into our hands. The outgoing also had poplar cuts of the thick
TRY THIS FOR YOUR COUGH of our praise to God means the in ness of 15 inches.
Thousands of people keep coughing coming of God. Let us take time
because unable to get the right rem apart on this Thanksgiving day, alone AN I N V I T A T I O N IS
EXTENDED
edy. Coughs are cau-cd by Inflamma with God, to praise him and thank
tion of Throat and Bronchial Tubes hin| for what he is. A half-hour spent
Parish House
What you need is f o goothe this IrfDm
thus with him, with perhaps the book
mation
Take Dr. Kin g’s New Dis of Psalms open before us, can make
The Assembly of the Thankful wish
covery, it penetrates the delicate mu the day memorable in our lives. you to come to their meeting on
cous lining, raises the Phlegm and Moreover— let it be said reverently—
quickly relieves the congested mem it will make the day memorable ih Monday evening, November 23, at
7.30 o’clock.
A most enjoyable even
branes. Get a 50c bottle from your
druggist “ Dr. K in g’s New Discovery God’s own life; for the praise of his ing is planned.
Please come.
children
rejoices
God’s
heart.
Shall
Open Sundays from Eleven until One.
quickly and completely stopped my
Cordially
yours,
cough,” writes J. R Watts, Floydale, we not make it a day of thanksgiv
Kathleen Noble.
Texas. Money back if not satisfied, ing in heaven because of our thanks
but it nearly always helps.
giving on earth?— Sunday School
Wilhelmiina Skofield.
Times,

CATARRH LEADS
TO CONSUMPTION

BRINGS HIS TWIN
BOYS IN BASKET

GREATEST HOLIDAY
IS OF THE HOME

Sale of M. H. BLAISDELL’S
stock continues to Dec. 1.

T

M. H.ÏBLA1SDELL.
F A R M IN G T O N , ME.

R E X A L L

Olive Oil Em ulsion

LARGE COLONY

OF BEAVER

with Hypophospites

A

pleasant tasting Food-Ton
ic, combining the tonic prop
erties o f the Hypophosphites
with the nutritive properties
of the finest quality o f Olive
Oil.
Well adapted fo r administ
ering to persons suffering
from wasting disorders, pul
monary affections, coughs,
colds and during convalescence.

Price,

$ 1 .0 0

fo r

PREBLE’S

12

oz.

B o ttle

0 drug° storE

ñ

MAiNE

10

WO OD S,

HOPE LODGE HAS
NEXT SATURDAY
ENJOYABLE VISIT
WILL BE TAG DAY
Captains
Lodges.

Combine

to

Entertain

Simmons Candidate

for Governor’s Council.

(SpeciaJl to Maine W ood s.)
Kingfield, November 16.— Guy and
George Frost of Industry and John
nie Check!ey of Kingfield have been
at Herbert With am’s camp at the
Iron Bridge for several days.
Guy
Frosft shot a 9-point buck there Mon
day.
Mirs. Selina Vos© was at Far
mington several days last week, the
guest of her daughter, Mrs. W . B,
Small.
Louis Brackley of Freeman was in
town last week selling No. 1 enow
apples for $1.00 per barrel.
Bari Smith and wife of Strong are
vis'iting her sister, Miss Addle Stev
ens.
Arthur L. Stevens M. E. Stevens,
Earl Smith, Harry Eabree, Laredo
Spencer were at Caribou
Valley
hunting from Monday to Thursday.
They brought out one deer.
Mrs'. Mary Small and grandson Asa
were at Farmington the last of the
week visiting her son Sheriff W. B.
Small and family.

M A I N E , N O V E M B E R 19, 1914.

THANKSGIVING ODE
OF THE OLDEN TIME

N O T IC E

Your Child May Have Worms

I shall be at the residence of M rs. S.
Keep a watchful eye on your child’s
health.
Above all, guard against B. WcCard, Rangeley, Me., about Nov.
worms. Familiar symptoms 20th 1914, for several davs.
o f worms in children are:
F R A N K F. G R A V E S ,
Deranged stomach, furred
tongue, belching, variable
Registered Optometri*t
appetite, increased thirst,
Exemplify the Work and Twenty Poet In the Quaint Phraseology of
Centuries Ago Expressed Gratitude
acid or heavy b.eath, nau- N E W SHARON,
- MÀINE.
m sea, enlarged abdomen, cosMembers are Added to Carrafor the Kindness of the Creator,
---------- ------'
I.u
Trade
Mark
tiveness,
pale
face
o
f
lead
From a “Thankfule Heart.”
en tint, bluish rings around eyes, itch
bassett Lodge.
ing o f nostrils, languor, irritability, dis
ORD, Thou hast g iv e n me a cell,
turbed sleep, grinding of teeth, irregu
W herein to d w e ll;
larity of pulse.
.«U4
4-s-v «VT/MOV1C1 O 1_
ir» ll/O
Carrahasset Rebekah lodge enter
A little house, w hose humble roof
tained Hope Rebekaib lodge of Phil
Is weather p ro o f:
SO.
Phillips, Maine.
lips Wednesday evening, November U n der the sparres o f w h ich I lie
The one best remedy is Dr. Tru e’s
Both soft and drle;
Elixir, the Family Laxative and Worm
11.
Forty-three of the latter lodge W h ere Thou, my cham b er fo r to ward,
M onum ents, Headstones,
Expeller. First sold by my father in
were? present coming on a special
H a s t set a guard
1851— today it has a world wide repu
Tab
lets, M an tle Shelves,
train from Phillips.
Phillips degree O f harmless thoughts, to w atch and keep tation. Good fo r adults also. Get a
Me, while I sleep.
staff -exemplified the work in a very
bottle today—at your dealer’ s: 35 c,
and
50c and $1.00. Advice free. Special
pleasing and efficient manner and I jO\v is my porch, as Is m y fate.
B oth void o f state;
treatment for tapeworms. Send for C em etery W o rk o f all Kinds
twenty members were admitted
to A n d yet the threshold o f m y door#
oook.
Is worne by th’ poore,
the lodge.
They were, Lee Lufkin,
W h o thither come, and fre e ly get
Mrs, Mary Lufkin, Mrs. Minnie Burk
Good words or m eat.
Bernard* Taylor, Mrs. Fannie Lander,
Auburn, Maine
/Va C/AAA
jC_J
X w
S
P H IL L IP S ,
Mrs. V em Batchelder, Mrs. Florence
A ll orders by mail or in persoti
Wi.tham, Herbert Withaui, Mrs'. Ivy
promptly attended to.
Simmons, L evi Hall, Miiss
Edna
REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF
Gates, Harry Berry, Mrs.
Marion
Berry, George’ Ayotte, Mrs. Sarah
THl PHILLIPS NATIONAL BANK
Davidson, Mrs. Eunice Tufts, Emery
L ik e as my parlour, so m y hall
A t Phillips, in the State of Maine, at the close
Streeter, Mrs. Elizabeth Wilkins, Mrs
A n d kitchin’s sm all:
H eadqu arters f o r ever}’,
of business. October 31, 1914.
A
little
butterle,
and
th
erein
Amy Tufts.
The total
attendance
RESOURCES.
A little byn,
th
in
g in the h ard w are line.
numbered 128.
Supper was served W h ich keeps my little lo a fe o f bread
Loans and Discounts.
$297.300 66
U.
S.
Bonds
to
secure
circulation,
60,000
00
Unchipt, unflead;
in the v-es'try of the
Universalist
L u m b e rm e n ’s Supplies,
Bonds, securities, etc., (other than stocks) 10.266 90
Some brittle sticks o f tliorn e or b riar
church following the work and con
Stock in Federal Reserve Bank $1,000;
M ak e me a fire,
B lacksm iths’ Supplies,
1.000
all other stocks,
sisted of mashed potato, cold meats, Close by whose liv in g coale I sit,
Banking House, Furniture and F ix
Windows, Stoves, Tinware,
A n d glow like It.
2.006 00 Doors,
tures,
sal-ads, cake, coffee, pickles, fruit,
Due from approved Reserve Agents in
Plumbing Goods,
Sporting Goods,
grapes and bananas.
The supper
Central Cities; in other Reserve,
$21.785 46 Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Muresco, etc.
Cities
$21, 785 45
committee were Miss Addie Stevens,
323 44
Checks and other cash items.
Now is the time to do spring P ainting,
1,195 00
Notes of other National Banks,
chairman, Miss Bessie Myers, Miss
Fractional Paper Currency, Nickels,
Repairing, etc.
4 33
and Cents,
Emmie Potter, Miss Alice Jeffers,
L a w f u l Mo ney R eserve in Ba n k , V iz .,
Miss Gladys Dyer, Mrs. Clara AlW e buy fo r th e lowest
Specie,
4,756 40
Legal tender notes,
8,780 00
ward.
Spot Cash prices, and give

Hugh Hi'ght of Kingfield shot a
black bear last week weighing 360
pounds, which is' said to be the fin
est specimen seen in this region.
Mr. Hight lias also been exhibiting
a live mink at his heme in Bingham.

The contest in Carrahasset Rebekah IfOdge which- was organized for
the purpose of bring-'mg in -new and
reinstated members and for atten
dance. closed October 28.
It was so
near a tie that the two cwplains de
cided to unite to entertain the Odd
fellows and their familie.si -and the
Rebekahis and their
families
on
Thursday evening, November 19, -at
Eldridge’-s ball.
Two members were
chosen from each side to serve with
the cap tains' as a committee for re
freshments and entertainment.
The
members of the committee are, fo-r
the Yellows, Mrs. Alma Dolbier chair
man, Mrs. Lizzie Cole, Mrs'. Emma
Cooley; for the Pinks,
Clara. Alwa.rd chairman, Miss Bessie Myers,
Mrs. Nora Barslow.
During the con
test over 40 new members
were

No. Franklin

L

Marble Works

Mrs. W. B. Hoyt, Prop.
ME,

Phillips Hardware Co.

SHELDON BEAL
REPRESENTATIVE

A Thanksgiving ball w ill be given
The Republicans of the legislative
at French’s hall Thursday evening, district composed of Pittsfield, Palm
Nov. 26, with music by Nutting’^ or yra, Detroit and Cornville have elect
chestra of Skotwhegian.
ed to the legislature -the “ Apple
In response to the general appeal King” o f Somerset, Sheldon H. Beal,
sent out by Colonel Osgood of Lew  one of the most representative farm
iston, who is Maine treasurer of the ers of Maine. He owns without ques
Red Cross Society, Saturday, Novem tion the largest orchard in the coun
the
ber 21, will be observed in King- ty and one of the largest in
state,
and
his
name
is
a
familiar
one
field as' “ Tag Day,” Red Cross tags
will be on sale everywhere that day with those having to do with apple
and all who pity the homeless and exhibits in county and state fairs.
Mr. Beal was bom in Skowhegan,
starving Belgians w ill buy from one
to twenty as their pocketbooks and Feb. 7, 1864, hut at the age of 14
Cornville
hearts enable them.
Let no one be moved to that part of
seen on our streets without a tag. kncfwn as Hilton Hill, where he has
In 1902 lie married
Put them on your horses and auto since resided.
mobiles.
Disfplay them in
your Addie B. Ciieveland and they have
Mr. Bea.l has held the of-'
windows.
A ll over the state this one son.
cry for help is meeting with gener fioe of selectman fo-r years, and was
ous response.
Let Kingfield proudly chairman of the board for ten years.
For the past four years be has been
do her part.
treasurer of the Somerset Farmers’
Eight cans of fingerling trout from Co-operative Telephone Company. He
the State hatchery at Auburn, con has always been a Republican. He
signed to A. C. Woodard fo r Tufts is a member of the Skowhegan
pond, were received Saturday night Grange and Carrahasset ledge, I. O.
and taken at once to the pond by G. F. and Priscilla Rebekah lodge.
R. D. Knapp and Robert Clark.
He has never been active in polit
ics but has always been ready to
A t the earnest solicitation of prom
do his part in things- that stood fos
inent citizens and members of his
party, Dr. O. W. Sammons, after ma the best interests of hits party.
Mr. Beal is a particularly well in
ture deliberation, has' decided to be
formed
main, and as a legislator w ill
come a candidate for the Governor’s
be
held
in the same confidence by
Council.
His qualifications for the
■office are unquestioned. The Doct'v his associates as that in which he is
is a successful physician, a public now held by his townsmen and all
spirited citizen and a Democrat first, others who have the pleasure of his
acquaintance.
last and all the time.
A t present
Mr. Beal is the son of Horace Beal,
he is chairman of the
Democratic
who has brothers living in Phillips,
Town committee and member of the
School Board.
He is besides, close Messrs. Wilson and B. Frank Beal.
ly identified with the largest busin The representative is- named for B.
Frank Beal’s father.
ess interests of the community. His
Relatives' and friends in Phillips
appointment would be an honor and
eminently satisfactory to Kingfield congratulate him on his successful
election.
and it is believed to the county at
large.

ta k e n In .

PHILLIPS,

13,636 40
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer,
Lord , I confesse. too, w hen I dine,
(5
per
cent
of
circulation)
2,500 00
T h e pulse is Thine.
And all those other bits th at bee
$399,912 17
Total.
T h e re placed by T h ee;
LIA B IL IT IE S .
T h e worts, the purslain, and the messe
Capital stock paid in,
$50,000 'C
O f w a ter cresse
Surpius fund,
50,000 CO
W h ich o f Thy kindnesse Thou has sent;
Und.vidtd Profits, less Expenses and
A n d m y content
taxes paid.
16 351 02
M akes those, and m y beloved beet
National Bank Notes outstanding,
48,870 00
T o be more sweet.
Individual deposits subject to check,
107.623 38
395 34
’ T ls Thou that crcw n est m y g litte rin g Demand certificates of deposit,
Time deposits payable after 30 days or
hearth
after
notice
o
f
30
days
or
longer.
126,670
65
W ith guiltlesse luirthe,
Certified checks,
188
A n d gives me wassaile bow ls to drink.
Total,
$399,912 17
S pic’d to the brink.
State o f Maine. County o f Franklin, ss:
1. H. H. Field, cashier o f the above named bank,
do solemnly swear that the above statement is
true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
H. H. F ie l d , cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 6 th
day of November. 1914.
Cony M. Hoyt, Justice o f the Peace.
Correct —A ttest:
G. H. Hamlin.
C. E. Parker. 1 Directors
D. F. Field.
Lord, ’tis T h y plenty-dropping hand
T h a t soiles m y land,
And g iv 's t me. for my bushell sown#,
SALEM
T w ic e ten fo r one;
Thou m ak’ st m y teeming hen to la y
H e r e g g each day;
Besides m y healthful ewes to bear
Nov. 17.
M e twins each yeare;
T he w hile the conduits o f m y kine
Roland Plaisted of Kingfield is' in
Run cream e fo r wine:
town for a few days.
A ll these, and better Thou dost send
Me, to this end,
Harry Ell well and mother of East
T h a t I should render, fo r m y part,
A th an k fu lle heart;
! W ilton have been spending
a few
W hich, fir’d w ith incense, I resign®
days here.
As w h o lly Thin e;
But the acceptance, that must be.
Herbert Rowe went to Boston F ri
O Lord, by Thee.

—Herrick.

our custom ers th e benefit of
same.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Puffs,
Mattresses,
Pillows.
ALSO

F u rn itu re o f A ll Kinds

C. F. Chandler & Son,
Ph illips,

Maine

COAL
Wholesale and Retail
Leave your orders early for next
w inter’s supply. For prices apply to

B E A L & McLEARY,
Office at Phillips Station.

day.
He took a nice buck deer,
which his father shot at Dead River.
Miss Clara Beal is visiting
sister, Mrs. W. S. Dodge.

-

and
S TR O N G - M A IN E .

5000 Cords

her

Peeled Spruce^ Fir and Poplar Pulpwood wanted, delivered at any station
on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R. K.
Mrs. Gertrude Mareau is1 spending between Farmington and Rangeley and
her vacation with her father, E. S. between Strong and Salem.
Hay-ford.
A. W . McL eary , Phillips, Me

LET

US

ALL GIVE

THANKS

The Ness Pony s-liow exhibited at
Ell-siworth hall Tuesday evening to a
good audience.

E. C. Higgins, M. D.

Office over National Bank.
Rev. J. E. Taylor and fam ily have
|
Season Is a Time to Be Glad, and to moved from the parsonage to the
Phillips,
Maine
Make Others Around Us Par
Plaisted rent on the hill.
Both
’
Phones
take of Our Joy.

Let us make this the best Thanks
giving of our lives. Remember oui
gratitude is not measured by the size
of the family larder.
Abundance
tends to contentment, but m a n y a
man in limited circumstances is hap
pier than others of larger means.
Real wealth and worth lies not in the
abundance a man hath, but in content
ment’s gold. When the heart is full
the whole world is richer. Your smile
will go a long way toward making
someone else happy. A cheerful life
opens avenues to future achievement
Wr
nd Shaking Is Dangerous.
Bacteriologists recently found under hidden to him who sees no good
the fingernails of men, women and around him. The past is a matter ol
children no less than thirteen different record, the present is near and real,
kind? cf di „se germs, including these the future is limited only by yourself,
of tuberculosis, diphtheria and influ Make it all it can be, and history will
add a new chapter, and you will be
enza.
the hero.
Let us give thanks. The nation
It Really Does Relieve Rheumatism needs the inspiration of your song.
There are plenty of groans and grunts
Everybody who is afflicted with Rheu and growls. W e need more song.
matism in any form should by al
I t haln ’ t no use to grumble and com plain;
means keep a bottle of Sloan's Lini I t ’s just as cheap and easy to rejoice.
ment on hand. The minute you feel
You will feel more manly by being
pain or soreness in a joint or muscle,
bathe it with Sloan’s Liniment. Do glad. It adds to your self-respect and
not rub it. Sloan’s penetrates almost makes you feel that you have a place
immediately right to the seat of pain, in the world. Inspire your age with a
relieving the hot, tender, swollen feel new type of chivalry. Meet drones
ing and making the part easy and com and kickers with a smile and you will
fortable. Get a bottle o f Sloan's Lini do much to bring in the good time
ment for 25c o f any druggist and have that is to be. Wherever you are let
it in the house—against colds, sore and this be a real period of thanksgiving.
swollen oints, rheumatism, neuralgia, Let us see if we cannot add to the
sciatica and like ailments. Your money
back if not satisfied, but it does give world’s joy by the spirit of our own
living.
almost instant relief.

EUSTIS

D. R.

R0SS~

Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Office at No. 2 Bates Block

Nov. 16!
W e had a few inches of snow* last
week, but it has all disappeared.
Dr. Brown o f Stratton was' called
to King & Bartlett Sunday, Nov. 15,
to see a man wiho is sick there.
Mr. and Mrs. George
Blake
of
Portland are visiting the latter’s step
mother, Mrs1
. E. A. Gordon.
Alvin Garver of North Haven, Me.,
who has been boarding at Ned S yl
vester’s for a number of weeks, shot
a nine-point buck deer, weighing 216
pounds Monday, Nov. 16.
Mr. anc.
Mr-s'. Carver are going to start foi
home in a few days, but w ill visi
relatives in Bath and other place-i
on their way home.
They w ill go
with a team as M-r. Carver lias re
cently purchased a pony of J. P.
Sylvester.
F. R. Hoisington of Rye, N. Y., re
cently returned bom© with two buck
deer, a 10-point and a 5-point and 10
birds, which h-e got a-t Jim pond. Eddison Sylvester gui-ded him.
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Look liav-e re
turned home.
Eddison Sylvester lias gone tt
Chain of Ponds guiding.

PH ILLIPS,
J.

-

-
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Attorney - at - Law
Beal Block. Phillips

1
----*
Y

f

Fire and Life InsurM"

-

Dr.

Mary

- *■

S. Croswell,

FARMINGTON,

MAINE.

General Practice

of Osteopathy
SPECIALIST
Surgery

and

Treatment of Ear,

Nose and Throat
Office hours, 9-12.30;

1.30-4.30 ^

D r . W . J . Carter,
DENTIST
Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 5.
appointment.

Evenings by

MAINE

WOODS,

PHILLIPS,
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AS EASY TO LIGHT
AS A GAS JET
lamp you don’t have
^ ^
■ to remove the shade
or the chimney. Just lift the gallery and touch a
match. The R A Y O is easy to light, easy to
rewick, easy to clean. Its light is clear and steady,
and it does not smoke or smell.

T

O light thc

Dealers everywhere carry the R A Y O .

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK
Principal Stations

NEW YORK
BUFFALO

ALBANY
BOSTON

REED'S MILL

Nov. 16.
Miss Bessie Crowell gave a very
earnest and helpful sermon Sunday.
Mrs. Sarah Pomeroy passed her 95th
birthday anniversary, Nov. 9. She is
still very active and retains her mental
faculties to a remarkable degree for
one of her years. She was made happy
by the receipt of many cards, also sev
eral tokehs of remembrance from her
friends, for which she is very grateful.
Alton Jones of Weld was a recent
guest at Herman Sargent’s.
The Ladies’ Circle "Vras very pleas
antly entertained at an all day session
November 11. A bountiful dinner was
served to about 30, the Diinham school
with their teacher, Miss Marion Sar
gent, being invited guests, also Rev.
Walter Beedy of Livermore. It being
the annual meeting the following offi
cers were chosen for the ensuing year:
President, Mrs. Ida Hathaway; vice
president, Mrs. Lydia Dunham; secre
tary, Mrs. Pearl Bursiel; treasurer,
Mrs. Sarah Wells; directors, Mrs. Effie
Dunham, Mrs. Lottie Dunham, Mrs.
Mertie Wilbur; entertaining commit
tee. Mrs. Sarah Wells, Mrs. Jennie
Wing, Mrs. Minnie Kinney and Miss
Ella Conant.
Mrs. Harvey Wing visited her daugh
ter at Livermore Falls recently.

EAST MADRID
Nov. 17.
Carl McLaughlin o f Phillips was a
recent caller at his brother’s, Ralph
McLaughlin’ s.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Welts attended
the funeral of her grandmother in
Farmington last Sunday.
Will Lovejoy o f Strong was called
one day last week to see a sick horse o f
J. H. Welts’.
The rain this morning was much ap
preciated.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E, Cleaves went
to Portland last Sunday with their
automobile.

An English

Author

Wrote:

“No shade, no sihimie, no fruit, no
flowers, no
leaves.— November! ”
Many Americans would add no free
dom from catarrh, wbitíh is so ag
gravated during this month that it
■becomes constantly
troublesome.
There is abundant proof that catarrh
Is a constitutional disease.
It
is
related to scrofula and consumption,
being one of the wasting diseases.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla has shown that
'W'hat is capable of eradicating scro
fula,, completely cures catarrh,, and
tike nin time prevents consumption.
We cannot see how any sufferer can
Put off taking this medicine, in
o fthe widely published record
of its radical and permanent
cures.
His undoubtedly Am erica’s Greatest
Medicine for America’® Greatest Disi
pase—Catarrh.

¡V0UR SHANKS’-

R Jiïm/Jiter
HE great American nation takes
a holiday at the bidding of the
president every November. Our
many states all unite In keeping
the beautiful festival of Thanksgiving.
Its veryr name is suggestive because
the giving of thanks implies a recog
nition of One, unseen but ever-living,
who sends the world the gifts on
which its existence depends. From
Almighty God we receive the rain, the
sunshine, the summer's heat and the
winter’s cold, the bread we eat, the
fuel that warms us and the clothing
we wear. There are few so foolish or
so stupid as not to believe in the
great Creator and the kind All-Father,
from whose hand our daily blessings
come. Especially should you and I
have a thought of him when the
myriad homes of the country are en
joying at tills season the gifts that
must be traced directly to the kind
ness of heaven.
The great nation
keeps Thanksgiying, but the great na-‘
tion is composed of millions of indi
vidual persons, among them you who
read and I who write. Suppose we
stop and ask ourselves what we like
best about this holiday and what spirit
we may most fittingly bring to its
celebration.
First, I think we like it because it
is so genial and jolly, so cheerful and
bright, so patriotic and stirring a day.
Thousands of families are reunited at
the Thanksgiving dinner. The trains
that come to New England or Penn
sylvania or Illinois, from California,
Oregon and Nevada, bring home for
Thanksgiving men and women who
want to be boys and girls once more
under the old roof.
I remember watching from a train
as it stopped at a station the delight
ed greeting of a half-dozen people who
seemed to be father, mother, sons and
daughters, as they swarmed upon a
dear little old lady who was waiting
to receive them.
Her husband, a
white-haired patriarch, who might
have sat for the portrait of Santa
Claus, was holding his horses while
the
children
and
grandchildren
thronged into the big four-seated
wagon.
They had come home for
Thanksgiving. Many such scenes will
be enacted this year, as they have
been every year since our country was
settled.
If we have been so unwise as to let
a pessimistic spirit weave its evil spell
around us, let us break the fetters
without delay. Wherever we are, at
home or abroad, rich or poor, let us be
thankful that we have reached anoth
er golden milestone in life. I repeat
that Thanksgiving is a genial, cheer
ful, wholesome and breezy day. Let
us make the best out of it, and wher
ever we are be as jolly as we can.

T
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FLY ROD’S
NOTE BOOK

greet them.
I opened that morn
WEST FARMINGTON
ing’® Boston paper to read the latest
war news thinking how in 1869 it
took days and not hours for
the
papers to reach tine shore of MooseNov. 16.
lookmeguntic ¡Lake and that there was
Mr®. Emma Wihitemore visited at
only
a
trail
through
the
forest
where
BY FLY ROD
there are now good automobile roads. Mr. Frank Leighton’® and at S. R.
Norton’s last week.
Mr. Leighton will skx>n move to
This snow is just what the hunt
St. Anthony's Cottage,
ers have been anxiously waiting for. Farmington village as he has gone
into the livery business there.
Phillip®, Me.,
Fly Rod.
Hen and hog thieves have been in
Nov. 12, 1914.
town lately.
If they are not care
Tuesday I was most pleasantly re
ful they may spring a gun trap sto-me
minded by .friends that 1 had reach
of these dark nights as one man
ed another milestone along life ’s
did in Auburn.
pathway.
J. J. Hunt was in town last week.
Much to Be Thankful For.
“ Our birthdays used to be so few,
Mrs. Alice Conant of Temple has
If ever we are tempted to say that
So long to next from last;
been
pasterng a week with Mr. and
though others have much to be thank- !
Buit now that we don’t want them to, ful for, our lives are hard and our Mrs. W alter Farmer.
Th ey’re coming thick and fast.”
Frank Arne® has exchanged
his
paths are thorny, let us stop a minute
And so as the good wishes came, and see by what standard we are residence on Bridge street for that
Walton
I thought of other days and the dear measuring our blessings. If we look of Granville Hackett in
) at a cripple plodding along with Mills.
ones who from the great beyond
crutches we cannot help being thank
John Yeaton and John, Jr., have
send no spoken greeting, but by ful that we have feet which serve us
their noble lives and good deeds well and that we can walk and run been painting the church at East
help to make bright the 'afternoon of without so much as considering the Wilton.
Mrs. Margaret Record of Bucklife.
I appreciate each gift and effort. If we see somebody who is
with
kind thought received.
God bless barefooted, we may be thankful for field recently sfpent a week
shoes. When the rain beats on the her cousin and husband, Mr.
and
you dear friends.
roof at night we may be thankful for Mrs. O. P. Dudley.
The ground is white with snow, the house that shelters us. When the
Mr. and Mrs. W alter Farmer visit
telling that winter w ill soon be com doctor calls next door to see an in
ing down here in Maine amid the valid who is tossing with fever we ed Mrs. Farmer’s cousin at Norridgehills, when the clear bracing air is may be thankful that we are well. If wock, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pike.
Mr. Leighton is having his apples
a tonic for lonely days in dreary No there are flowers on the door bell
packed.
across
the
street
we
may
be
thankful
vember.
One of the great blessings
Frank Leighton and Leo Hunt have
of our country life in the year 1914 that there are no vacant chairs in our
home.
exchanged
farms.
Mr. Hunt ex
is Uncle Sam’s goodness in giving
pects to move in about four weeks*.
the Parcel Post for our use, for one
Universal Day of Thanks.
Mrs. Wliitemore visited her son
never knows what the packages may
About the institution of Thanksgiv Erland in Livermore Falls Monday.
contain, I have found by joyfu 1 ex ing as it exists today there is noth
J. J. Hunt was in town last Satur
perience.
It may be a book, or a ing sectarian or sectional, but over
day.
cheese or a Tx>x of candy or fruit, the entire Union the day is observed
or a beautiful
embroidered table by all Americans alike as the time for
cover or pillow, sandwiched in with family reunion, good cheer and gen
IS PHILLIPS SATISFIED?
magazines, papers, letter and cards. eral rejoicing and gratitude.
The
Evidence Is Convincing.
The
I should think our postal clerks
Testimony
Open
to
Investigation.
Spoiled
It
for
Him.
would consider themselves Santa
Rev. Mr. Goodman—Well, Willie,
Before a statement can be accepted
Claus helpers all the year around.
did you enjoy your Thanksgiving din here, it must be supported by localtestimony—by the evidence of someone
ner?
Willie— No. We had company and J residing in Phillips. Statements from
unknown people in remote places may
One day the first of September I had to eat with my fork.
be true, but we cannot prove them.
was at Bald •Mountain Camps when
Here is a statement by a PhillipslresiAmos 'Ellis drove up with the after
dent:
'>
“ The public statement I gave sever
noon mail.
As he put four
big
sacks of mail on the pia.zza he re W H I T E B IR C H W A N T E D ! al years ago regarding Doan's Kidney
Pills, still holds good,’ ’ says H. H. Vinmarked:
“ Don’t that beat all, not
ir.g. farmer, of Pleasant St., Phillips.
W e want to buy
“ I have had no need of a kidney medi
much like the okl stage days over
cine s«irce and I believe the cure is a
Beech Hill when as a hoy I drove
permanent one. I got Doan's Kidney
from Phillips to Rangeley
three
Pills at Cragin’s Drug Store, (now
OF
times a week in 1869.” . Later after
Prtble’s Drug Store), when I was suf
fering from kidney trouble and they
the mail had been distributed and
cured me in a short time. I hope that
the guests and campers along the
other people who are suffering from
lake shore had got their packages, delivered at our Mill (haring the coming kidney complaint win be led to try
winter.
one a new suit of clothes, another a
! Doan’s Kidney Pills by reading my
For applications and prices apply at
peck of early apples from his gar Mill office or at Phillips Savings bank. j statement.”
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don’ t sim
den in Massachusetts, several with
ply ask for a kidney remedy—get
In tern ation al M fg . Co.,
books and even a part for the auto
Doan’ s Kidney Pills—the same that
Mr. Vining had.
Foster-Milburn
mobile that refused to go, a new
Phillips, M aine.
! Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
fishing rod ,a pair of boots and one

2,000

CORDS

W H IT E BIRCH

happy girl a box of roses, and as)
the guests were opening their lettersl and reading the daily papers, Mr.
Ellis lighted a cigar and commenced
to tell of the changes since
he
was but a boy.
Among the interest
ing things I remember of hi® say
ing:
“ Yes, I drove the stage from
Phillips to Rangeley in 1869, the
year o f the big freshet.
I used to
leave Rangeley on Monday morning
and return the next day, making
three trips a week, stopping over
night in Phillips.
I had a span
of good horse®, and a two seated
wagon or pung which took all the
passengers, ma# and express. Only
think of it, one old leather mail bag
and that not a very large one held
all the mail for Madrid,
Green vale
and Rangeley and I waited at the
offices for them, to sort out the
mail®, and as they iliad but a small
mail and were interested iin every
piece and often stopped to read a
newspaper which was on its way,
it took a mighty long time to change
the small amount o f mail that old
leather bag contained, and they
would hav-e been until this
time
sorting out that load I had for just étti
this little summer office
to-day.
Times have changed since then. I
suppose in 50 years from now they
will land the mail and people from
an air ship.”
Just then a big touring car with a
party of New Yorkers stepped
at
c ity
th e ’ earn p® and Mr. Ellis went, out to

Brighten Your Home
And Make It More
Attractive.

WALL PAPER
For This Purpose In

C.

Great Variety A t

DYER’S,

E.

MAINE.

STRONG,

PIANO TRUTHS
W hen you place your order fo r a piano w ith a
piano dealer you m ay make up your mind \p

this fa c t th at you are payin g him fro m $50 to $100
Stop That First F all Cough

above the wholesale price o f the piano to cover his

Check your fa ll cough or cold at
once— don’ t w a i t — it may lead to s e ri
ous lung trouble, weaken your v ita lity
and develop a chronic lung ailment.
Get a bottle o f Dr. K i n g ’s N e w D is 
covery to -day; it is pure and harmless
■—use it fre e ly fo r that fa ll cough or
cold. I f Bab y or Children ar e sick g iv e
it to them, it w i l l relieve Quickly and
permanently.
I t soothes the irritated
throat, lungs and air passages. Doosens
Phlegm, is antiseptic and fortifies the
system ag ainst colds.
It surely p re 
v ent« cold genms fro m g e t ti n g a hold.
Guaranteed. 50c.
and
$1.00 at your
Druggist.

“ S E L L IN G E X P E N S E " and they charge you th eir
profit on top o f th a t.

1 CH ALLENG E AN YB O D Y

TO D E N Y T H A T F A C T P U B L IC L Y .

C H A S. W . N O R TO N ,
Church

Street

-

-

F arm in ^ion ,

M a in e

:

MAINE

a

W O OD S,

PHILLIPS,

IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
Hon. H. B. Austin went to Augusta
Mrs. Hervey Viining of Avon, who
was operated on for appendicitis at Wednesday noon for bis' weekly busl
Dr. Bell’s' hospital two weeks ago has ines® at the Fish and Game depart
returned home.
W e are pleased to ment at the State House.
Bernard Beedy lias been in Phillips
learn that she is much improved in.
health.
Mrs. Vining has' 'been very i this' week.
poorly fc r some time.
Mrs. Wm. j Mrs. Maggie Harris of Rangeliey is
Vining, who has been working in the in town this week, the guest of rel
¡home of Hervey Vining has returned atives and friends.
to her home in String.
The wiring for electric lights' in
was
The King’s' Daughters will
meet Hon. Joel W ilbur’s residence
with Mrs. O. H. Hersey, Friday even recently completed by N. H. H am 
den and about 30 lights have been
ing, November 20.
The Social, Service club will meet installed.
Mrs. W alter Hodges has been a
at the Parish House at 2 o’clock next
recent guest o f her sister, Mrs.
Tuesday afternoon, November 24.
A special meeting of the Ladies1’ Blanche Buchanan in Portland.
Mrsi. Mary Reed, who has been
Social Union will be held at the
Parish House next Monday afternoon visiting her son, Frank Reed and
at 2 o’clock.
This meeting is for family in Auburn has returned to
the purpose of completing the work Madrid.
Henry Jensen, who is employed at
for the Christmas sale and it is
hoped there will be a good atten Redington passed Sunday in town
dance at the hour mentioned, 2 with- his wife.
Mrs. W alter Kennedy has been con
o'clock.
Weston Parker, who has been very fined to her home by illness this
ill with the grip is a little better. week.
Frank Chandler, accompanied by
He is attended by Dr. E. C. Higgins.
Davenport
The 10 cent sociable at the Win- his daughter, Mrs. Ina
went
to
Temple
last
week
to visit
ship s'choolhouse this Saturday even
ing is expected to be a big success. his sister, Mrs. Charles Pickard for
a few days'.
A l1 are invited.
Messrs. G. W. Bent and Charles
Mrs. Augusta A. Bean . o f
Jay
visited her sister, Mrs. M. A. Leigh RLpley of Boston were at the Elm
ton last week; also her daughter, wood last week in the interest o f the
International Mfg. Co.
Mrs. D. O. Coolidge of Farmington.
Messrs. C. L. Boston, J. L. Boston,
Mr. and Mrs1
. Charles Bean have
been the guests of the former’s sist Clarence Campbell, Herman Plaisted,
er, Mrs. Mabel Hoyt this1week. They George Powell and John Shepard are
came by auto but Charles thought it in the Dead River region on a hunt
a pretty bad outlook for a delightful ing trip.
trip home.
Mrs. Charles K. Jewett and little
child,
who have been passing some
Mrs. Mary Field, who has been
with relatives in Boston and vicinity time with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
for several months, returned to Phil Eben Hanscom have returned to their
home in North Jay.
lips' Wednesday night.
A stated conclave of Pilgrim CoraMr. and Mrs. Arthur Sweet and
family cf Lewiston, Mrs. John Bump mandery, K. T ., will be held in Ma
and children of Portland and
Mrs. sonic hall, Farmington, on Friday
Edwin W hite and family of Phillips evening of this week.
have been at the home of their par
Friends in Phillips extend congrat
ents, Mr. and Mrs1
. Timothy Sweet ulations to Mr. and Mrs. Carrol C.
in Avon this week.
Ncyes of Colebrcok, N. H., on the

T T T E . Í 1 . '.

rp H E C LO TH E S TO
buy are the clothes
that

show

style,

fit

and w o r k m a n s h i p
combined

w ith good

w earin g qualities.

Peavy Bros.
Clothes
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birth of a daughter, November 12.
Th e little one has been named Elean
or Adelaide and weighs 10 1-2
pounds1
.
Mr. Noyes was formerly
foreman at this office.
Sheriff J. Fred O ’Connell has en
tered the University o f Maine Col
lege of Law.
He intends to pass
th bar examinations, thus' becoming
a f ullfledged attorney, and
it
is
probable that he w ill practice
in
Bangor.
Sheriff O'Connell is a keen
and forceful speaker, much quickerwitted than the average, and he
should make a success' in the pro
fession. Th.e best wishes of hi® Ph il
lips friends are extended to him.
Mr. and. Mrs. J. L. Doyle of Port
land are stopping at Trueman Fair
banks’ while Mr. Doyle is doing some
hunting.
He is expecting to take
home a deer and here is hoping he
does.
Mrs. N. E. Butler entertained the
whist club at the home of Mrs. W .
B. Butler last week. Thii^ week Mrs.
Ida Morten will be the hostess.

w o ’ kmen from clothes
w oven especially

P rices

$7.00 to $20.00

Mackinaws
Prices

$5.00

Ladies’ and M en’s Sweaters
$1.00, $2.50, $3.75, $4.50, $6.

Prices

B oy’s and "Girl’s Sweaters

W e show a va riety
o f patterns in browns,
blue serges, gray clays
and fancy worsteds.

$.50 and $1.(

Blankets

Nov. 16.
Clinton Harnden is one o f the lucky
hunters in this place, having s cured a
fine deer last week.
Harry L. Hinkley of Wilton is in this
place for a few days’ hunting.
Josiah Lake is moving his family into
the house recently vacated by W ill
Billington on Bray hill.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Tyler were
guests last Thursday of Mr. and Mrs.
Gary Nickerson.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mecham and
children were week end guests o f Mr.
and Mrs. W. R. Hinkley.
Mr. and Mrs. W alter Durrell o f
Strong are guests o f Mr. and Mrs.
Percy Voter.
Mr. and Mrs. Abel Hinkley enter
tained a number o f their friends last
Saturday evening at their pleasant
home on Bray hill. The evening was
spent in the enjoyment of music and
games.
Refreshments were served.
The guests departtd for their homes at
a late hour, thanking the host and
hostess fo ra most enjoyable evening.

AROUND J H E
LOCAL ST0R E
If you cannot be present with tbe
relatives and friends on Thanksgiv
ing day you wiili want to send them
a card.
Cronkhite has a big lot of
Thanksgiving cards.

$.75, $1.00, $1.25 and $1.50

Prices

Ladies’ Fleeced Underwear
Prices

25c and 50c

Children’sfand Ladies’ Union Suits
Prices,

$.50, $1.00, $1.25

Children’s Vests and Pants
P rice

*

25c ,

L a d ies’ and Children’s Warm Hose
Prices

15c and 25c

Ladies’ W arm Shoes
Price

$1-25

Caribou Yarn
More

Caribou

Yarn

B u ttericK

Patterns

C.-M.

C a rrie d

D I E

i

W

BERRIES

in

S to cK

H O Y T .

C.
F. Chandler talks abcut willow
N o . 2, B e a l B l o c K . P h i l l i p s , M e .
rockers.
What w.ll add to your
comfort more than one of these for
the long winter evenings that are
H ir * 1
X
T1
FGS d a t e s r a is in s
coming?
Next Monday George Bean
will
receive a shipment of “ green stuff,”
cucumbers, lettuce, radishes, etc.,
delicacies for Thanksgiving.

The

received.

yarn that is made o f nothing but wool

Edgar R. Toothaker has a new lot
of the Naples walnuts.
You
will
need some as a good finish to the
Thanksgiving dinner.

You will find anything you need in
the fancy work line at the McKen
zie store. Embroideries, cross stitch,
work, fringes, etc.
Many ideas' for
the Christmas gifts.

F a r m e r s * Tel.

n u ts

MALAGA GRAPES

cheese

HONEY

cran-

FRUIT

CONFECTIONERY

at T O O T H A K E R ’S CASH STORE
O-Cedar mops on your hard
wood
floors?
Those who have, say they
are the greatest thing on the mar
ket.
You can obtain them of the
Phillips Hardware Co.

$10.00 to $20.00
WC
AGE

SO LICIT
OF T H A T

TH

PATRON

1

CLASS

OF

D E-j!

Cranberries and Nuts

For a good shave buy
a new
Durham Duplex safety razor.
Regu
lar $5.00 razor for $1.50 in a folding
leather case at Preble’s Old Corner
Store.

A t The C lo th in g ' .S to re

OYT,

SAFETY

FIRST.

CA PITA L, SURPLUS AND

PROF

ITS

SAFE

GUARANTEE

THAT

Sedgeley & Company have recent
ly received a fin e lime o f the new
rubber staled ladies' shoes in black
and tan.
Black, $3.00; tan, $4.00.

OUR

Fruit and Vegetables
a

Try Bean’s Home Canned Vege- j

P h illip s, M e.

SISTFN T

H I G H ! ST
W ITH

RATE

CON-

W anted

\

SUCH SAFETY.«

Phillips National
Bank

Open Saturday Evenings.
I

PHILLIPS,

MAINE

W iH H V h h v v h w h v w h w u v

CHICKEN

I

FOWL :

_J

L
S m a rt

PEELED SPRUCE A N D FIR
P u lp w ood

Agency for Universal Steam Laundry

■
a

tables and Fruits

Wouldn't you like to own a

TY. AND OUR IN T E R E S T RATE*;
IS T H E

;

Raisins and Currants

P d S I T O R S W H O C O N S I D E R AB<>
SLUTE

DUCKsi

TURKEYS

C. M. Hoyt has several patterns in
D.
F. Hoyt is showlmg a good line
I the handstome girdling for belts, whi-ri^' of rubber footwear, including light
i is so popular at the present time.
weight rubbers and overshoes to
wear over shoes and heavy weight
Have you ever used one of the lvmbermau’s rubbers and overshoes.

Clothes

N o . 5* B e a ’ B l o c K ,

'

fo r

service.

P eavy Bros.

Ladies’ Coats

Prices

NORTH PHILLIPS

are designed by skilled
tailors,m ade by skilled

The Sedgeley Store

d elivered

at

any point on line o f Sandy
R iver and

R a n g e le y

Lakes

R ailroad.
H A L E Y & F IE L D
Phillips,

Maine

S t\> lis b

XiXJlatcfrt

Certainly you would. Then why not!
I f you think it ’s too expensive just

Com e In A n d Price

.

You will be agreeably surprised. You
will find our watcheR to be just as good
time pieces as they are trim and stylish
of build. W e will enjoy showing them
to you.

A . G. C R O N K H IT E ,
P H IL L IP S ,

-

-

-

MAINE

